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  NEXT WEEK
INDIA'S LOST SEAFARERS. 

WHO CARES?

India's supremacy in the Indian Ocean is no longer 
undisputed. China, which has the fastest growing 
submarine fleet in the world, is eager to prove that 
the Indian Ocean Region is not India's backyard. With 
Pakistan also close on heels, India urgently needs to 
expand its submarine force   

20 Special report: 
Though in jail, Masarat 
Alam's subversive zeal 
incites hundreds of 
Kashmiris  

28 The Indian hero: 
Namrata Shodhan sings 
to support kidney patients 

30 Current events: 
Opposition parties and 
rebels plan to band 
together to defeat 
Mamata Banerjee

  
32 Parliament: It is 

raining allegations as the 
Congress takes on the 
BJP 

36 Bombay blasts case: 
Yakub Memon's last-
ditch efforts to save 
his life

54 Infertility: Egg donation 
is now a thriving business

60 Zip file: Sophisticated 
motorists will love the 
new Merc Cabriolet

63 @leisure: Artists use 
bazaars to create and 
display their works  

● Books: Wendy Doniger's 
relook at Kamasutra

42 COVER STORY Hidden dragon: 
A Chinese nuclear 
submarine (left) at 
the Qingdao base

40  Sports: Will Vijender 
Singh's professional 
turn revolutionise Indian 
boxing?  

51 Business: Caught 
in a legal tangle, the 
Marans are left with 
few options to save the 
Sun empire

● 3D printing ushers in 
revolutionary changes 
in designing and 
manufacturing 

Plus
●  Command of a submarine demands a 
deep understanding of the responsibility: 
Commodore (retd) Anil Jai Singh
●  Concerned India, dismissive China 

AP
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DO OR DIE
IT IS WORRYING that 
the politically connected 
in the Vyapam scam 
continue to evade jail 
(‘The death test’, July 19). 
Vyapam is one of biggest 
scams unearthed in inde-
pendent India. So many 
deaths, under mysterious 
circumstances, have sent 
shivers down my spine.
Most government 
schemes are mired in cor-
ruption. Money is extort-
ed from beneficiaries and 
if anybody fails to pay the 
amount, they are made to 
run from pillar to post to 
get the work done. 
It seems the BJP is going 
the Congress way, and this 
upsets me. The Vyapam 
scam and the Lalit Modi-
related controversy are 
not good for the party. The 
brains behind these scams 
have taken advantage of 
the slow legal system in 
our country. In most cas-
es, evidence is destroyed 
before it reaches the court 
of law, as there is ample 
time to tamper with evi-
dence. Let us hope the 
Modi government will 
bring in a change in the 
legal system. Modi should 
ensure that those behind 

these scams are severely 
punished. This will deter 
people from being a part 
of such wrongdoings. Act, 
Modi, act.
M. Kumar,
On email. 
 
THE BIZARRE cocktail 
of corruption, cheating, 
murder and mayhem in 
the Vyapam scam shows 
the extent to which rot 
has set in the system. The 
depravity of the authori-
ties and the nexus with 
unscrupulous elements 
have taken the nation for a 
ride. It is poignant as well 
as ironical that Shivraj 
Singh Chouhan, who was 
touted as ‘Mr Clean’, is 
found to be lording over a 
stinking heap. 
A. Raveendranath,
On email. 
 
THE VYAPAM scam is 
somewhat similar to the 
Union Carbide volcano 
that hit Madhya Pradesh 
in the mid-1980s. All polit-
ical parties are equally 
involved in the Vyapam 
scam. Education has 
become a business for pol-
iticians all over the coun-
try, which is really sad. I 
hope the Vyapam scam 
will be taken seriously by 
Modi and the Supreme 
Court for the betterment 
of society. 
Nagesh S. Adiga,
Bengaluru. 
 
THE VYAPAM deaths 
have besmirched the BJP’s 
image nationally. Whether 
the seemingly unending 
series of deaths of those 
somehow connected 
to the Vyapam scam 
are natural or induced, 
Chouhan’s credibility will 

now depend on what the 
CBI has to say.
Without casting asper-
sions on Chouhan, the 
point that needs to be 
noted is that the ever 
rising number of deaths 
in the Vyapam case has 
made it imperative that 
the investigations be 
done by an agency which 
is completely indepen-
dent of the state govern-
ment. I am sure the CBI 
will nail the culprits 
soon.
K.S. Jayatheertha,
On email. 
 
NEITHER THE Madhya 
Pradesh government nor 
the BJP leadership can 
shirk its responsibility 
with the argument that 
the deaths have no link 
with the Vyapam scam. 
The CBI will have to 
investigate many impor-
tant people, including 
Chouhan. It is wrong 
to say that Vyapam is 
Congress propaganda.
The probe, under the 
direct suprevision of 
the Supreme Court, 
will bring the truth out. 
The guilty should be 
punished without delay 
while averting the death 
of more innocents.
K.R. Srinivasan,
On email. 
 
THE VYAPAM scam, 
with its vertical and hori-
zontal network of politi-
cians and professionals, 
is unbelievably intricate. 
With a dramatic increase 
in the deaths of people 
linked to the scam, the 
case will continue to be 
the talk of the nation. 
The scam is indicative 
of an aberration in our 

system—the fault lines of 
which have to be carefully 
identified, analysed and 
corrected. 
K.V. Raghuram,
On email. 
 
Brilliant tribute
I ALWAYS READ the 
PMO Beat and I must 
compliment R. Prasannan 
for the wonderful column 
on Yevgeny Primakov 
(July 19).
I lived in Moscow for 
22 years (from 1982 to 
2004) and have been wit-
ness to the tumultuous 
and extremely difficult 
years of the 1990s, when 
every former republic 
of the Soviet Union was 
in an agonising process 
of evolving into a new 
country. They were going 
through a phase of great 
uncertainty and were 
struggling to balance 
themselves in the new role 
and identity. It took more 
than a decade for some of 
them to stabilise socially 
and economically. Russia 
was no exception.  
Primakov played a crucial 
role in stopping further 
disintegration of the 
republics. He came down 
heavily on divisive agenda 
and strengthened the fed-
eral structure of the new 
Russian state. 
The column has so aptly 
highlighted Primakov’s 
contributions to cement-
ing relations with India 
and the formation of the 
RIC triangle.
As Madeleine Albright, 
former US secretary of 
state, said, “Primakov is 
too intelligent a person to 
head a state like Russia!”
Samar Shakil,
Delhi.
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        Baba@rkgeemail: Who will ask him, 
how much he spent and where? Is that too 
diffi cult or top secret Stuff? #AmartyaSen 
interviews2peddleLies

EditorSpeaks@TheWeekLive: I did ask 
him that. He says only Rs 46 crore spent so 
far. I think Nalanda accounts need to 
be audited. 

        Baba@rkgeemail: The common notion 
is - he doesn't want an audit. Is he open to it?

EditorSpeaks@TheWeekLive: He told me 
he is open to internal & external audits. But 
the Rs 2700 crore fi gure being wasted may be 
a bit dodgy. Clarity needed on this too. 

        Baba@rkgeemail: There is a huge gap 
between 2700 Cr n 46 he claims. And why it 

did not progress in time if he had all 
money n authority

EditorSpeaks@TheWeekLive: In the 
midst of all this, I hope that the issue of 
#NalandaUniversity revival doesn't get lost.

        Baba@rkgeemail: The way it has 
been handled for such a long time.. It will 
require now a Herculean task to revive 
#NalandaUniversity

        Baba@rkgeemail: Any Q on why he 
chose not to reply to CAG objections & tax 
free 80K salary? Was that fake news 
or real?

EditorSpeaks@TheWeekLive: As far as 
I know, no questions sent to #AmartyaSen 
from CAG. 

Extracts from the Twitter chat with our correspondent 
Shutapa Paul on the interview with Amartya Sen.

#EDITORSPEAKS

Great service
IT WAS AMAZING to 
read about Gangadhara 
Tilak Katnam, who fixes 
potholes on Hyderabad 
roads (‘Holesome service’, 
July 19). Our society is 
not bereft of social think-
ers and doers. I salute 
Katnam. I want THE 
WEEK to write about 
more such heroes in the 
country. I hope a cor-
porate will ably utilise 
Katnam’s noble services.
N. Raghavan,
Bengaluru.
 
Digital India
NARENDRA MODI 
is fond of floating big 
ideas and dreaming big 
(‘Gigabyte dreams’, July 
19). Ever since taking over 
the reins of the govern-
ment, Modi has rolled out 
many big projects. The 
latest to join the list is the 
ambitious Digital India 
initiative. India is, justifi-
ably, proud of its prowess 
in information technology. 

But, for many people, digi-
tal connectivity is a dream, 
especially if they are vil-
lagers.Digital empower-
ment will remain a dream 
as long as rural India is 
bereft of what urban India 
considers an essential 
service. 
J. Akshay,
On email. 

A new service
YOUR STORY on how 
lack of opportunities have 
hurt the interpreter cadre 
was informative (‘Their 
masters’ voice’, July 19). 
Perhaps, it is time the 
government looked out-
side the Indian Foreign 
Service and started a 
dedicated course for tal-
ented Indians who want 
to take up interpreting 
as a full-time job. These 
people should be bound 
by the official secrets act. 
This would go a long way 
in having an articulate, 
'ready to strike' and 
contemporary foreign 

communications desk.
Jinu Mathew,
On email.
 
Hazy days
THE PARLIAMENT elec-
tion in Sri Lanka is yet 
another high stakes gamble 
for Maithripala Sirisena, 
Ranil Wickremesinghe 
and Mahinda Rajapaksa ( 
‘Poll plot ’, July 12). While 
Sirisena has opted for a 
quick parliamentary poll to 
quell the Rajapaksa chal-
lenge, it is unlikely that it 
will serve his intentions. 
There is even a chance 
that things might get 
more complicated. Even 
if Rajapaksa is unable 
to wrest a nomination, 
his supporters may bag 
a substantial number of 
seats, given that the UNP 
is weak. A multi-cornered 
fight may lead to a frac-
tured mandate, making 
things more difficult for 
Sirisena.
J.S. Acharya,
On email.  

     

    

      

   

      





Be accountable

If one thought India's political parties were a 
fractious lot, given to squabbling and scoring 
brownie points off each other, one would not 
be far off the mark. However, there are rare 
occasions when you show uncommon unity. One 
such instance is when you try to keep yourselves 
outside the purview of the RTI Act. The Central 
Information Commission has said that six 
national parties have been indirectly funded by 
the Centre and that you have the character of a 
public authority under the RTI Act as you perform 
public functions. The income tax exemptions 
and free air time given to you by All India Radio 
and Doordarshan during elections substantially 
contribute to indirect government functioning. 
Since you affect the lives of the citizens, directly 
or indirectly, and are continuously engaged 
in performing public duty, it is important 
that you become accountable to public.
While RTI activists are fighting to preserve the 
sanctity of the Act, you are needlessly worrying 
about coming under the ambit of the RTI Act. It 
is a pity that you are busy fencing yourselves off 
from the law.

Padmini Raghavendra, Secunderabad

Write an Open Letter to the panel on its recommendation.
Send your article in 400-450 words with Open Letter as subject 

to youzone@theweek.in | Last date July 31

National Law Commission suggests lowering marriageable age for boys to 18.
What is your take?

Why this secrecy?

It is, indeed, welcome news that the Supreme 
Court has served notice to all political parties on 
bringing them under the RTI Act. Every aspect of 
your functioning should be open to public scrutiny 
and examined by the public, and you should 
be held accountable for any misdemeanours.
The membership details of parties should be 
accessible to the public. The information on 
election of office bearers and the selection of 
candidates for elections should be in the public 
domain. Their educational qualifications, 
criminal cases pending, if any, too, should be 
made public. The root cause of corruption in 
political parties is the source of funds; political 
funding is, and has always been a grey area. 
Why this secrecy about your functioning and 
funds, I wonder! What are you afraid of and why 
are you resisting the move to bring you under the 
RTI Act? 

N. Ramani Iyer, Washington, DC

Dear political parties,

Open Letter to political parties 
on bringing them under the RTI Act
Open Letter to political parties 
on bringing them under the RTI Act
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POINT BLANK POINT BLANK POINT BLANK POINT BLANK POINT BLANKPOINT BLANK 

GRASSROOTS GODDESS || Bengalis revere Goddess Durga, she of the 10 hands. At a Trinamool Congress rally, 
West Bengal Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee is seen portrayed as a goddess with 16 hands. Quite a journey, from 
poriborton (change) to the pantheon.

PHOTO BY SALIL BERA

It is very important to make a 
good fi lm. But it is equally im-
portant that a good fi lm has good 
music. Because then, the busi-
ness of the fi lm doubles. 
SAJID KHAN— Film director

The government is 
Narendra Modi-centric, not 
country-centric. Nobody knows 
what the Pakistan policy of the 
government is. This I love you, I 
love you not … you love me, you 
love me not relationship with 
Pakistan has no strategic think-
ing behind it.
KAPIL SIBAL — Congress leader

There is that greedy 
batsman inside me 
who says that one day 
I should bat at No 4 
for India.
R. ASHWIN — Spin bowler

Memories are like salt. 
The right amount brings out 
the fl avour in food. Too much 
ruins it.
PAULO COELHO — Author

When in power, Congress was 
running away from discussion on 
corruption, now in opposition it 
is doing the same.
MUKHTAR ABBAS NAQVI — BJP leader

The Union government’s 
policy towards the farmer is at 
best apathetic, and more often 
than not adversarial.
JYOTIRADITYA SCINDIA — Congress leader

REUTERS
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power point ■ Sachidananda Murthy

MILESTONES

Will India come up with a 
drastic plan at the Paris con-
ference on climate change 

later this year? The buzz in the environ-
ment ministry is that Narendra Modi 
has asked minister Prakash Javadekar 
to work out more dynamic proposals so 
that New Delhi could take a lead position 
on the climate change agenda.

The prime minister, during his long 
interactions with world leaders, devoted 
considerable time to discussing renew-
able energy. His critics carp that even 
while talking about clean 
energy, the government 
auctioned coal mines 
knowing coal is a polluter.

One idea doing the 
rounds is that India should 
commit to a higher level 
of cuts in carbon emis-
sions, compared with 
what the UPA government 
had committed in earlier 
rounds of negotiations. 
Studies are being done to know if India 
could cut as much as 40 per cent of the 
gases emitted in 2005.

The ministry was stunned by the cam-
paign initiated by some of the western 
countries through their embassies over 
Delhi being one of the most polluted 
cities in the world. The US embassy had 
even installed a pollution monitor on its 
campus to measure pollution levels in 
Central Delhi.

President Barack Obama has made 
clinching mega deals on climate change 
one of the biggest targets for the remain-
der of his second and fi nal term. He has 
been nudging Modi on India, which is one 
of the rising economies, taking a lead to 

Chasing the sun
ensure that the nations reach a consensus.

French President Francois Hollande, 
who is the host of the summit, has been 
using his personal diplomacy to ensure 
that India does not become the deal 
breaker as has happened in previous sum-
mits. But he is not the fi rst French presi-
dent to lobby hard on climate change. His 
predecessor, Nicolas Sarkozy, had fl own 
to Port of Spain in Trinidad and Tobago 
to buttonhole Prime Minister Manmohan 
Singh and other leaders who had gath-
ered for a Commonwealth summit six 

years ago.
But Modi is focused on 

developing solar energy as 
the answer to the world's 
growing energy needs. 
A summit of heads of 
more than three dozen 
countries, which get a 
lot of sunshine, is being 
planned in India to push 
up global solar energy 
production in a big way. 

The idea came to Power Minister Piyush 
Goyal after the success of RE-invest 2015, 
the global investor summit on renewable 
energy. Its second edition will be held in 
February 2016.

The investors pointed out that the 
governments should prioritise renewable 
energy, especially in Asia and Africa, with 
their abundance of sun and seas. Modi is 
already hosting the India-Africa summit 
in Delhi on October 26, to which heads of 
government of 54 countries have been in-
vited by personal emissaries of the prime 
minister. The idea is to get important 
Asian leaders for a quick brainstorming 
session on solar energy, too.
sachi@theweek.in

Day to remember:  On July 22, 
researchers unveiled a drug that 
could check the progression 
of Alzheimer's disease. Called 
Solanezumab, the drug clears 
the disease-causing plaques 
from the brain.

Holy wow: Fragments from what 
is believed to be the oldest ver-
sion of the Quran were found in 
the University of Birmingham's 
Cadbury Research Library. Re-
searchers used radiocarbon dat-
ing to establish the age—at least 
1,370 years—of the manuscript.

Farewell: Tom Moore, the 
cartoonist behind Archie comics, 
died at 86. Moore, who drew 
Archie and his Riverdale friends 
from 1953 to the late 1980s, was 
known for breathing life into the 
characters.

BHASKARAN

Many in the western world feel 
amused and surprised by the 
bromances in India and the Far 
East. Why would a man hold 
hands with another man if they, 
um, have nothing going on? Thus, 
to describe the bond, a word was 
born.
Skinship has come to signify 
physical contact not amounting 
to sex, between members of the 
same sex. This can range from 
holding hands to hugging or going 
skinny dipping (why not? Seen 
the movie Wild Hogs?) “Platonic 
bonding through touch,” they say. 
An overkill, I know. Just discuss-
ing the semantics of it.
The Minions are all about 
bromance. And, there is a gender 
equivalent to bromance—
sismance. But the feminine is 
not as popular as the masculine, 
why? Tweet us your thoughts @
TheWeekLive. And, do mention 
#WordsWorth.
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APERITIF party snacks

cloaked his desperation in 
magnanimity.

Smile and parry
AT THE RECENT 
launch of journalist 
C. Raja Mohan's new 
book, Foreign Secretary 
S. Jaishankar grabbed 
attention with his defence 
of Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi's 
worldview. At the post-
launch party, guests asked 
Jaishankar's mother, 
Sulochana, whether the 
foreign secretary was 
as tough as a child. The 
mother smiled in reply. 
Diplomacy indeed.

Watt a shame
IGNORANCE IS BLISS, 
they say. But, for a 
minister with a key 
portfolio like energy, 
ignorance can lead 
to embarrassment. 
Maharashtra energy 
minister Chandrashekhar 
Bawankule told a 
regional newspaper 
that the state's demand 
for power was around 
12,000 megawatts. This 

UP IN ARMS, 
AGAINST ARMS
APPARENTLY, Women and Child Development 
Minister Maneka Gandhi is upset with the proposed 
amendments to the Arms Act. She recently met Sports 
Minister Sarbananda Sonowal and protested the 
current licensing regime for arms and ammunition. 
The home ministry, it seems, has relaxed regulations 
for junior shooters for getting a gun for training and 
competition. Gandhi's argument is that airguns make 
youngsters aggressive and could also harm birds.

Suicide politics
RAHUL GANDHI will 
visit Karnataka soon 
and the state BJP seems 
more excited than the 
Congressmen. Why? Well, 
BJP leaders feel this 
would be an opportunity 
to show the Congress 
vice president that 
farmer suicides are not 
confined to BJP-run 
states. Gandhi can also 

see what Siddaramaiah, 
his party's chief minis-
ter, has been doing to 
control the situation, say 
BJP leaders who have 
been touring the state to 
“instil confidence” in dis-
tressed farmers. Taking 
a cue from his rivals, 
Siddaramaiah, too, has set 
out on a whirlwind tour to 
visit victims' families.

Rao the generous
OPPOSITION parties in 
Telangana have dubbed 
Chandrasekhar Rao nizam 
for his “generosity”. Over 
the past several months, 
many employees unions 
have gone on strike to 
demand pay hikes. The 
chief minister, rattled by 
the strikes, gave in to their 
demands. The latest 
was the 47.05 per 
cent pay hike for the 
Greater Hyderabad 
Municipal 
Corporation 
sanitation workers, 
who had raised 
a stink for twelve 
days. Rao had earlier 
agreed to a 41 per cent 
hike in the salaries of 
government employees 
and had increased the 
pay of the road transport 
corporation staff by 
43 per cent. The chief 
minister, it seems, has 

ILLUSTRATIONS: JAIRAJ T.G.
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raised many eyebrows as 
12,000 megawatts was 
Maharashtra's energy 
demand in 2008-09. “In 
the current fiscal year, 
it is touching 16,500 
megawatts,” said a source. 
“The minister is either not 
being briefed properly or 
he hasn't been able to get 
a grasp of his portfolio.”

Trinamool quota
TO REACH Chief 
Minister Mamata 
Banerjee's rally in 
Kolkata on July 21, many 

Trinamool Congress 
members, some without 
tickets, forced their way 
into trains from various 
parts of the state. They 
even encroached on 
reserved seats. “We 
haven't done any wrong 
as we are going to attend 
Didi's rally. And it is her 
government,” said one 
of the workers. When 
reminded that the train 
belonged to the Union 
government, he said: “The 
Central government is 
also hers.”

Layout change
K. CHANDRASEKHAR 

RAO has not been 
working out of the 
secretariat, at least 
not for the past one 
month. Sources 
say Rao has been 

avoiding it because 
of a vaastu problem, 

especially in front of the 
chief minister's block.

To solve the problem, 
many trees are being 
felled and a road is being 

widened. And Rao will 
return only after the com-
plex is vaastu compliant. 
His loyal ministers, too, 
have avoided the secretar-
iat and many officials have 
been coming in late. The 
chief secretary, upset with 
the lack of punctuality, has 
shot off letters to all heads 
of departments.

A new challenge has been flagged off on the 
internet. It doesn't, however, feature a buck-
et, of ice or rice, and the concept, certainly, is 

not as nice.
The 'no flagging challenge' dares people to destroy 

Confederate battle flags displayed on homes and 
vehicles. The flag, seen by African-Americans as a 
symbol of slavery, is still used by many as a reminder 
of southern US heritage.

The challenge seems to be inspired by activist Bree 
Newsome, who scaled the flagpole at the South Caro-
lina statehouse and tore down the Confederate flag 
from a war memorial. There was public outcry over 
the display of the flag after the attack on a historically 
black church in Charleston, South Carolina, in June.

The videos surfacing on social media show people, 
mostly black males, running up to cars and homes, 
tearing down the flags, and running away. Some of 
these attempts have even turned violent.

“You may not like that flag, but you don’t have any 
right to tear it down from someone’s front yard, just 
like they can’t do it to you if they don’t like what you 
are displaying,” says Heidi Beirich of The Southern 
Poverty Law Center, a civil rights foundation. “You 
wouldn’t want your rainbow flag or political sign torn 
down from your home.”

Though the issue has been widely debated online, 
the challenge itself, fortunately, is not too popular.

IMAGING: JOB P.K.

Banner of hate
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CRIME 
NEVER PAYS
If it's on the internet, it must be 
true, thought this Tennessee 
woman. After she was 
arrested for trying to use 
counterfeit money, Pamela 
Downs, 45, told the police 
that she read online that 
President Barack Obama 
had made it legal to print 
money.
She had given a clerk 
at a gas station a $5 
note which, apparently, 
was made using a home 
printer. As they say, crime 
never pays, even when 
it's “legal”.

BITE MARKS
This festival in Berezniki, Russia, 
is creating quite a buzz. Not just 
because it involves mosquitoes. 
But more so because the Russian 
Mosquito Festival has a contest 
called ‘Most Delicious Girl’, where 
women compete to see who attracts 
the most number of bites. The record 
at the fest so far is 100. Turns out this 
fest is more of a feast for the winged 
pest.

BONE HIGH
If you break your bones, say while hitting on 
the cute singer at the cafe whose boyfriend 
is the burly drummer, weed could be your 
friend in need. Apart from giving you a high 
and perhaps numbing the pain, marijuana, 
according to Israeli researchers, can mend 
broken bones. The research, published in the 
Journal of Bone and Mineral Research, states 
that the cannabidiol compound in marijuana 
can also make bones stronger during healing. 
That means it will be hard for the drummer 
to break your bones in the future.

WHEN HUNGER 
STRIKES
Smoking fills your lungs with tar, the 
ads remind us. But who knew drinking 
could fill your stomach with concrete. A 
drunken Chinese man was recently hos-
pitalised after accidentally eating 250g 
of fresh concrete. The sloshed man was 
found digging into a pail of what he 
thought was sesame paste in Nanjing, 
Jiangsu Province.
Fortunately, he made a full recovery 
after his stomach was pumped.

WHEN HUNGER 
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insects, and even snakes. 
Masarat's days begin with fajr namaz 

at dawn. He and two other Kashmiri 
prisoners used to cook their own food 
during Ramadan, as there was no pro-
vision in the jail to serve food at night. 
Now they eat at the jail mess.

Most of Masarat’s time is spent recit-
ing the Quran and Islamic texts. He also 
reads newspapers and borrows books 
from the jail library.

“We are for a peaceful political strug-
gle. Martyrdom and jail are part of the 
freedom struggle,” Masarat conveyed 
to THE WEEK through Muslim League 
leader Abdul Ahad Parra, who met him 
at a high-security cell at Kot Bhalwal. 
“This [imprisonment] will not dampen 
our spirits. The Kashmiri nation needs 
to unite. Inshallah, the dawn of freedom 
is not far.”

It was his first statement after he was 
arrested in April. Masarat, 44, has spent 
17 of his past 25 years in jail. “His health 
is not good, but he is steadfast,” Parra 
told THE WEEK. “He is determined 
and focused on his goal.” 

At Kot Bhalwal, there is no differ-
ence between a criminal and a political 
prisoner. That is why Masarat’s uncle 
Farooq Ahmed Bhat recently filed a 
petition in the High Court requesting 
that he be shifted to a jail in Srinagar as 
his life was in danger. The state govern-
ment argued that shifting Masarat to 

With his subversive zeal and rhetoric, he has incited 

hundreds of young Kashmiris to rebellion. 

Meet Masarat Alam Bhat, Kashmir’s most influential separatist

BY TARIQ BHAT

Kashmir would affect law and order in 
the state, and that there was no threat 
to his life, as he was kept under tight 
security. 

But, on June 2, the High Court direct-
ed the government to consider shifting 
Masarat to the Central Jail in Srinagar, 
or any district jail in Kashmir, by June 11, 
citing a rule that a detainee be lodged in a 
jail close to his place of residence. Wary, 
the government is yet to transfer him.

Security officials say Masarat is now 
the only crowd-puller among separat-
ists in the valley. In the past five years, 
he has built up a reputation as a new-age 
radical, one who can mobilise Kashmiri 
youth by appealing to their romantic 
notions of azadi, or freedom.

In the summer of 2010, what started 
as small protests over the killing of three 
civilians by the Army in a fake encoun-
ter at Machil in Kupwara district soon 
morphed into the most virulent upris-
ing ever in Kashmir. The catalyst of 
that change was Masarat, who had been 
released from detention just days before 
a tear gas shell fired by security forces 
killed Tufail Mattoo, a 17-year-old boy, 
in Srinagar.

The uprising quickly reached a stage 
where the authorities realised that they 
needed to arrest Masarat to douse the 
protests. But it took them five months to 
nab him. By the time Masarat was back in 
jail, the relations between Kashmir and 

THE VALLEY
WILD CARD

Twenty kilometres 
outside Jammu lies 
the Kot Bhalwal jail, 
one of the most noto-
rious high-security 

prisons in Jammu and Kashmir—a 
place even hardened criminals 
dread. Ask former inmates about 
the jail, and they would tell you 
stories of torture and humiliation. 
“The jail is overcrowded, dingy 
and suffocating,” said a former 
inmate. “The food is substandard 
and unhygienic.”

But, for security agencies, Kot 
Bhalwal is the perfect place for 
the person they call “Kashmir’s 
most dangerous man”—Masarat 
Alam Bhat, founder of the separat-
ist Jammu and Kashmir Muslim 
League. Over the past five years, 
Masarat has instigated hundreds 
of young Kashmiris to revolt 
against the government. In fact, 
his reputation has made him the 
predominant separatist leader in 
Kashmir.

At Kot Bhalwal, Masarat shares 
his cell with a group of political 
prisoners—Kashmiri separatists 
detained for various reasons. It is 
a dingy room, whose only luxury 
is a fan. But that hardly helps dur-
ing summer (March to October), 
when the jail is teeming with 
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We are for a peaceful political 
struggle. Martyrdom and 
jail are part of the freedom 
struggle. This [imprisonment] 
will not dampen our spirits. 
The Kashmiri nation needs to 
unite. Inshallah, the dawn of 
freedom is not far.
Masarat Alam Bhat to THE WEEK
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New Delhi had reached breaking point.
Masarat was released again in 

March this year. Barely a month later, 
security analysts, who had warned that 
he was a far bigger threat than hard-
line separatist Syed Ali Shah Geelani, 
were vindicated. On April 16, at a rally 
organised to welcome Geelani back 
to Srinagar after his sojourn in Delhi, 
Masarat raised slogans supporting 
Pakistan and Hafiz Saeed, chief of the 
Pakistan-based Jamaat-ud-Dawa and 
its militant wing, Lashkar-e-Taiba. As 
the crowd waved Pakistani flags and 
cheered him on, Masarat turned the 
show into a pro-Pakistan rally. 

The incident left the PDP-BJP gov-
ernment, barely two months old then, 
red-faced. The following morning, 
Masarat was back in jail. He had tasted 
a mere 40 days of freedom after four 
years of incarceration.

He had done the damage, though. 
Every separatist rally in Kashmir 
now features a good number of young-
sters, inspired by Masarat, waving 
Pakistani flags. This has happened 
at a time when most separatists in 
the state have resigned to failure and 
compromise. 

With his subversive zeal and hard-
hitting rhetoric, Masarat has become 

the dominant separatist leader of his 
generation. His has been unlikely jour-
ney. As a boy, he was raised in riches, 
went to the elite Tyndale-Biscoe 
School in Srinagar—former chief min-
ister Farooq Abdullah is an alumnus—
and was selected to an engineering 
college. But he ended up an Islamist, a 
staunch Pakistan supporter and, now, 
a darling of Kashmir's restive youth.

Masarat was born in 1971 at Zaindar 
Mohalla, a neighbourhood of Muslims 
and Pandits in Srinagar. His grandfa-
ther Abdul Samad Bhat was a wealthy 
cloth merchant who owned a chain of 
shops at the nearby Chinkral Mohalla. 

Soon after his release, he organised 

protests following allegations of a 

fake encounter by the Army. As 

many as 120 protesters were killed.

Arrested in Srinagar in October 

2010.

Released in March after Chief 

Minister Mufti Mohammad Sayeed 

directed the police to free prisoners 

against whom there were no 

criminal charges.

Arrested on April 17, 2015 for 

allegedly waving a Pakistan flag 

and shouting anti-India 

slogans in Srinagar.

Man in a hurry
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“I'm a stone thrower since 
childhood.”

“The state has been using 
force against us for decades 

but it will not deter us from 
fighting for our goal.”

“Hafiz Saeed ka ye paigaam, 
Kashmir banega Pakistan” 

(This is Hafiz Saeed's 
message, Kashmir will 

become Pakistan).”

Masarat Alam, 44, is the chairman of the Jammu and Kashmir 
Muslim League and general secretary of the All Parties Hurriyat 
Conference headed by Syed Ali Shah Geelani.
As a teenager, Masarat joined the Hizbullah group but was an 
active militant only for two months.
Tipped to be Geelani's successor. Geelani now seems 
uncomfortable with Masarat's rise, and there is an attempt 
to isolate him.

Soo
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First jailed in 1990, released in 1991.Detained for a second time in 1993, this time for more than four years.Jailed in January 2001, released in August 2003.
Detained again two months later and held until July 2005.Sixteen detention orders issued against him under the Public Safety Act from 1990 to 2005. Twenty-seven FIRs filed against him since  1993.

In 2008, he led an anti-government agitation, triggered by the transfer of land to the Amarnath shrine board. Detained again; released on June 8, 2010.

to isolate

First ja
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f
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Abdul had four sons—Assadullah, 
Abdul Majeed, Farooq Ahmed, Parvez 
Ahmed—and a daughter. Majeed, 
Masarat's father, and Farooq entered 
the family business, while Assadullah 
and Parvez became government 
employees. Assadullah retired as an 
engineer and Parvez, as a senior offi-
cer of the Food Corporation of India. 

Amina, Masarat's mother, is a for-
mer government teacher. Masarat 
was in class three when Majeed died of 
liver failure. His mentally challenged 
sister did not attend school. Amina 
was forced to return to her parents’ 
house after her father argued that 

sharia prohibited her from continuing 
to live with her in-laws. But Masarat's 
uncles, especially Farooq, refused to 
let go of the children. So Amina had to 
leave them behind.

“In Farooq, Masarat and his sister 
found a loving father, guardian and 
friend,” said an old neighbour. “Even 
Masarat’s father would not have made 
the sacrifices that Farooq made for 
him.”

Farooq's devotion to Masarat has 
been unwavering, say neighbours. 
Masarat's decision to become a mili-
tant, and then a separatist, has taken 
a toll on Farooq. Thanks to the slew of 
cases against Masarat, he spends most 
of his time visiting police stations and 
courts. The riches the family had once 
enjoyed are long gone. Farooq now 
runs a small shop selling sanitaryware. 
“His sister [Farooq’s daughter] is get-
ting married, and we were jubilant that 
he [Masarat] was home,” said Farooq, 
tears falling on his flowing grey beard. 

Zahida, Masarat's wife, is still sup-
portive of her husband. “When we 
got married in 2005, I knew what I 
was getting into,” she said. “There are 
scores of women like me in Kashmir.” 
Thanks to Masarat's long detentions, 
Zahida has lived at her father's house 
for most of her married life. 

Masarat has won praise from many 
Kashmiris for marrying a woman from 
a modest family, and whose brother 
was killed by security forces. Unlike 
him, many separatists leaders married 
upper-class women, some of them for-
eigners. 

Amina said her son was a sincere man. 

“He was selected by an engineering 
college, but refused to join it,” she said. 
“But he completed graduation in jail.”

Amina said J.N. Saxena, former 
director-general of police, “was 
ready to release Masarat after he was 
selected to the engineering college 
at Hazratbal [National Institute of 
Technology]”. But one of Masarat's 
longtime friends said the separatist 
leader had secured admission at an 
engineering college in Bengaluru. “I 
remember seeing his interview card,” 
he said. “But he didn't join.” Another 
friend described Masarat as generous 
and politically aware. “He admired 
Muhammad Ali Jinnah from an early 
age,” he said. “Once, he sold his shoes 
to purchase cloth to make a Pakistani 
flag.”

A neighbour said Masarat used 
to “organise Quran recitations and 
naat (poems in praise of the Prophet 
Muhammad) competitions on Pakistan 
day”. It was Geelani who solemnised 
Masarat’s nikkah on August 14.

Masarat’s former classmates say he 
was an early rebel. “In his first suc-
cessful agitation, he led a group of boys 
who demanded permission for Friday 
prayers,” said one of his classmates. 
“The school authorities had to budge.”

In the late 1980s, Masarat joined 
Hizbullah, founded by veteran sepa-
ratist Mushtaq-ul-Islam, and became 
an active militant. But he quit two 
months later and was first arrested in 
1990. Three years later, after he was 
released, he co-founded the Muslim 
League with Mushtaq. 

The same year, the Hurriyat 

A brief respite: 

Masarat and his 

niece at his home in 

Srinagar, after he was 

released in March
GETTY IMAGES

Family
Born in 1971 in Zaindar 
Mohalla, Srinagar. 
Grandfather Abdul Samad 
Bhat was a rich cloth merchant 
and his mother, Amina, was a 
teacher in a government 
school.
Father, Abdul Majeed Bhat, 
died of liver failure when 
Masarat was about 10.
Was close to his uncles, 
especially Farooq, who 
supported him after his 
father's death.
Wife, Zahida, has been living 
with her parents because of 
Alam's long detentions. She 
says she will always side with 
her husband.

Education
Studied in Tyndale-Biscoe, a 
posh missionary school in 
Srinagar.
Graduated in science from 
Sri Pratap College in Srinagar.
Got admission in an engineer-
ing college but did not join.

GRAPHICS:  N.V. JOSE
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Soaring stock
EVER SINCE he led the 2010 uprising, 

Masarat Alam Bhat's support base has 

widened across Kashmir. Separatists in 

Baramulla, Pattan, Sopore and Kupwara 

consider him the true successor to 

hardline separatist Syed Ali Shah 

Geelani.

In the 1990s, pro-Pakistan supporters 

rallied behind Geelani and his Jamaat-

e-Islami. Most of them now support 

Masarat for his hardline stand and the 

role he played in the 2010 uprising. 

Masarat fits in their scheme of things. 

He is an uncompromising Islamist and 

commands influence among militant 

outfits—factors that made Geelani 

popular at the expense of moderates.

The rally in April this year showed 

that Masarat had raised the bar for 

separatists. Geelani's grip on the radical 

discourse has loosened, as evident from 

the fact that two former members of the 

Jamaat-e-Islami, who were considered 

Geelani supporters, were killed in June, 

allegedly by a rebel group of the Hizbul 

Mujhahideen. 

Some analysts believe that the group, 

which calls itself Lashkar-e-Islami, 

targeted the Geelani sympathisers to 

send a message against abandoning the 

“cause”. For his part, Geelani has blamed 

security agencies for using Lashkar-

e-Islami against separatists and their 

supporters. He cited the statement of 

Defence Minister Manohar Parrikar that 

the government “will use militants to 

target militants”. 

Masarat has consolidated his influence 

at Tral, Shopian and Anantnag in south 

Kashmir, which were once militant 

strongholds. Tral and Shopian, in 

particular, have emerged as his new 

support centres. His radical approach 

has caught the fancy of the restive youth 

in these areas. 

Masarat, however, is most influential 

in Srinagar, especially the volatile 

downtown area, where hundreds of 

young men responded to his calls for 

protests in 2010. Most of them openly 

celebrated his release in March this year.

The truth is that whoever commands 

influence in downtown Srinagar calls 

the shots in the separatist discourse. 

The youth, mostly college students, are 

enamoured by Masarat's hard-hitting 

rhetoric. Their support served him well 

in 2010, when the police were hot on 

his trail. 

In Kashmir, public opinion is often 

swayed by the rhetoric of hardliners. 

The so-called “islands of radicalism” 

force their agenda on the neutral and 

moderate crowd during times of crisis, 

as was the case in 2010. And, this is 

where Masarat has carved a place for 

himself.

On his way out? With Masarat's rise, hardline separatist Syed Ali Shah Geelani 

(centre) has lost his grip on the radical discourse in Kashmir

AFP

Conference was formed, with Mirwaiz 
Umar Farooq as its chairman. During 
the 2002 assembly polls, which saw 
the defeat of the ruling National 
Conference and the emergence of the 
Peoples’ Democratic Party, Geelani 
took umbrage at the decision of Sajjad 
Gani Lone of the Peoples’ Conference, 
a constituent of the Hurriyat, to field 
proxy candidates.

Masarat backed Geelani. He 
demanded that they either change the 
“driver of the bus” (the chairman of 
the Hurriyat) or get off the bus. The 
Hurriyat split on expected lines—mod-
erates and hardliners—in 2003. Geelani 
floated his own Hurriyat faction and 
Masarat became its first convener. 

He cemented his position as a pos-
sible successor to Geelani in 2007, 
when he organised a shutdown in the 
Mirwaiz's stronghold of downtown 
Srinagar to protest the Mirwaiz's talks 
with New Delhi. He followed it up 
with a big rally for Geelani at Eidgah 
in Srinagar, another Mirwaiz terri-
tory. “That is when we realised that 
he was a threat,” said a police officer. 

Masarat was soon arrested and was 
charged under of the Public Safety Act. 
When he was released in 2008, the 
Amarnath temple land row was on the 
boil. Masarat proposed a coordination 
committee to protest the state gov-
ernment's decision to transfer land to 
Shri Amarnath Shrine Board at Batlal 
in Sonamarg. Sixty people died in the 
agitation that followed. The govern-
ment was forced to cancel its decision, 
and Masarat was jailed for two years. 

He was released in 2010, and 
became the driving force behind 
the uprising of that year. For secu-
rity agencies, tracking Masarat down 
proved to be one of the most toughest 
operations ever. After S.M. Sahai took 
over as the inspector-general of police, 
a special team was put in charge of 
tracing Masarat. The team rounded 
up Geelani and many of Masarat's 
friends, neighbours and aides. But, 
much to the police’s dismay, Masarat 
continued to appear before crowds in 
several parts of Srinagar and then van-
ish without a trace. 
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Masarat's show of defiance and the 
mounting civilian casualties prompt-
ed calls for the resignation of chief 
minister Omar Abdullah. The uprising 
peaked on June 24, when the coordi-
nation committee headed by Masarat 
launched the ‘quit Kashmir’ movement. 

Reflecting on the mayhem that 
Masarat had orchestrated in 2010, 
a senior police officer said they got 
it wrong by assuming that detaining 
Geelani would defuse the crisis. “We 
should have got Masarat instead,” he 
said. “Unlike Geelani, he could move 
around, mix with the mob, change 
locations, ride a bike and melt away.”

Every day, young boys, respond-
ing to Masarat’s calls for protest, 
would emerge from the narrow 
lanes of Srinagar, Sopore, Pattan, 
Budgam, Tral, Shopian, Pulwama 
and Anantnag, and clash with secu-
rity forces. Security analysts began 
referring to the violence as “India's 
intifada [‘uprising’, in Arabic]”, draw-
ing comparisons between it and the 
Palestinian stone-throwing and mass 
demonstrations against Israeli forces 
that started in the late 1980s. B. Raman, 
former head of the counterterror-
ism unit of the Research and Analysis 
Wing, was quoted saying, “What we 
are witnessing in certain areas of 
Jammu and Kashmir is the beginning 
of an intifada. The root cause is the 

growing perception among sections 
of the youth that the security forces 
have been insensitive in performing 
their counter-insurgency duties and 
have been adopting objectionable 
methods… and using disproportionate 
force against the people.”

When the forces ultimately put a lid 
on the situation, as many as 120 civil-
ians, mostly young boys and women, 
had died. More than 500 people were 
injured, some of them handicapped 
for life. 

The role Masarat played in the 
unrest catapulted him to the top rung 
of the separatist hierarchy. He had 
planted the idea of secession in the 
mind of a generation born and raised 
during the tumultuous years of mili-
tancy. Security experts have since cat-
egorised him as “dangerous” and as 
“the next big threat”. 

Ashiq Bukhari, the senior superin-
tendent of police who led the opera-
tion that resulted in Masarat’s arrest, 
said it took the police months of hard 
work to track him down. Now retired, 
he said his team got 010 lakh the police 
had put on Masarat's head. “Omar 
gave us an extra 015 lakh from his own 
pocket,” he said. 

According to him, Masarat’s release 
in March this year in no way contrib-
uted to peace in Kashmir. The refer-
ence, obviously, was to PDP presi-

dent Mehbooba Mufti's statement, 
made after Masarat was released, 
that her father, Chief Minister Mufti 
Mohammad Sayeed, was a man of 
peace.

Omar justified the long detentions 
of Masarat, saying it saved lives and 
allowed smooth elections. “The sum-
mer of 2010 was never repeated again, 
not even after Afzal Guru’s execu-
tion,” he said. “A reason for that was 
the absence of Masarat.”

Observers say Masarat has emerged 
as a major political force as he does not 
shy away from taking risks. “He is free 
of family and business compulsions,” 
said a senior journalist. “Such compul-
sions have forced many separatists to 
moderate their stance.”

Masarat has occupied the space that 
has been lying vacant in Kashmir after 
militancy was crushed. Even moder-
ates now consider him favourably, as 
is evident from his growing support in 
Srinagar, Pattan, Sopore, Baramulla 
and Shopian.

Many educated youth now look up 
to him. In fact, many of them helped 
Masarat evade the police in 2010. 
THE WEEK traced some of those 
supporters. “He travelled at night and 
changed location every ten hours,” 
said one supporter. But one day, he 
was nearly trapped. Masarat, said the 
supporter, was hiding in a house in 

Leading from 

the front: 

Masarat (fifth from 

left) leading a rally in 

Srinagar in July 2006
AFP
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downtown Srinagar when the police 
arrived in the neighbourhood. The 
owner of the house hid Masarat in the 
attic. When the police began search-
ing the houses, Masarat climbed on 
the roof, tiptoed over the roofs of 
adjacent houses, got down into a nar-
row lane and fled. 

The supporter said Masarat could 
flee because the owner diverted the 
police’s attention by fleeing in a simi-
lar fashion in a different direction. 
“Before the police could fathom what 
was happening, both of them had 
escaped,” said the supporter. 

Another time, Masarat ran out of 
safe houses. “He told us, ‘You have 
done your bit, now I am on my own’,” 
recalled another supporter. “That day 
he wore a T-shirt, shorts and slippers, 
hid his flowing beard by wearing a 
black helmet and rode a bike. He drove 
around the streets and nobody had any 
clue it was him.”

Sources told THE WEEK that after 
Masarat was released in March this 
year, he visited families of the men 
who were killed in the 2010 uprising. 
An intelligence officer said Masarat 
met families in Srinagar, Baramulla, 
Pattan and Sopore. “Had the Mufti 
not wilted under pressure from the 
BJP and ordered his arrest, he would 
have embarked on mass contact,” said 
the officer.

Another security officer told THE 
WEEK that Masarat gave the families 
money collected from his relatives and 
well-wishers. “[It was] a very small 
amount,” he said. “But such gestures 
win you a lot of admirers.”

Masarat’s biggest enemy could 
well be his popularity. A leader of a 
pro-independence group in Kashmir 
said Geelani was feeling insecure 
at Masarat’s rise. Geelani’s sup-
porters began a whisper campaign 
against Masarat after he was released 
in March. One of them compared 
Masarat's release to Sheikh Abdullah's 
release in 1975, alluding to allegations 
that Sheikh had reached a compromise 
with prime minister Indira Gandhi. 

A senior journalist, however, said 
Masarat's record as a separatist was 
unblemished, unlike in the case of 
Geelani. “How did Nayeem Geelani, 
Geelani's son, land at Delhi airport 
from Pakistan, when Kashmiris who 
went to Pakistan during militancy had 
to return via Nepal, surrender and 
then be questioned by the police? They 
were allowed to unite with families 
only after they got clearance from CIK 
[counterintelligence of Kashmir],” 
he said. “Did Nayeem go through all 
this?”

Former R&AW chief A.S. Dulat's 
book Kashmir: The Vajpayee Years 
has dented the credibility of separat-

Sitting it out: Separatist 

leaders at an iftar party 

hosted by Geelani (seat-

ed on a chair) in Srinagar 

on July 11. Security 

analysts say revelations 

about murky dealings 

between New Delhi and 

separatists have led to 

the newfound bonhomie 

among separatists
IMRAN NISSAR

ists like Geelani, Mirwaiz, Yasin Malik 
and the late Abdul Gani Lone. Security 
analysts believe that Dulat's damag-
ing inside account of murky dealings 
between New Delhi and separatists 
is the reason for the newfound bon-
homie among separatists. For the 
first time in eight years, separatists 
of various political hues gathered at 
an iftar party hosted by Geelani in 
Srinagar on July 11, and broke the fast 
together. Their decision to organise a 
rally to observe martyr’s day on July 
13, to commemorate the killing of 22 
Kashmiris by the forces of the erst-
while maharaja in 1931, however, was 
foiled by the government.

Two senior police officers told THE 
WEEK that they preferred Geelani to 
Masarat at the helm of the separatist 
hierarchy. “Masarat does not have any 
weak links that the state can exploit,” 
said one officer. The other reasoned 
that Geelani’s interests are inter-
twined with that of his children.

Sources said efforts were being 
made by a section of separatists to 
isolate Masarat. Many believe that the 
rally on April 16 was actually a trap to 
send him back to jail. But, it seems, 
Masarat knowingly walked into that 
trap to maintain his credibility. ●

#MasaratAlam

Tweet to us @TheWeekLive
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HERO
INDIANTHE

Healing notes
Namrata Shodhan sings to support kidney patients 

HERO
INDIANTHE

BY NANDINI OZA

Namrata Shodhan's first 
m a r r i a g e  e n d e d  i n 
divorce several decades 
ago. A Punjabi based in 

Ahmedabad, she started life afresh 
with Ronak, a Gujarati living in 
the same city who, too, was previ-
ously married. Well settled in her 
new marriage, Namrata, who was 
trained in Hindustani music, began 

giving music lessons and singing 
devotional songs and garba at func-
tions. It boosted her self-esteem. 
“It brought back my confidence,” 
says Namrata, 58. “It was my way of 
thanking God.” 

A chance meeting ten years ago 
with Nikita Ghiya, a kidney patient 
who danced to support others with 
similar afflictions, added a greater 
purpose to her music. “I had gone 
for a performance where I saw 

Nikita dance with a swollen hand,” 
says Namrata. “I did not know she 
was a kidney patient until one of my 
students told me. I thought if Nikita 
could dance for a cause, why couldn't 
I sing for one?” Ever since, Namrata 
has been donating all the money she 
receives through her music classes 
and performances to kidney patients 
in hospitals in Ahmedabad, Nadiad 
and Rajkot in Gujarat.

Namrata invited Nikita to one of 
her concerts, and Nikita was extreme-
ly moved by her music. “She sings 
so well,” says Nikita, 45. “She sings 
with so much devotion.” Namrata 
considers Nikita a hero; Nikita feels 
Namrata is extremely down-to-earth. 
“The minute Namrataben knows I am 

PHOTOS: JANAK PATEL

Therapeutic music: 
Namrata Shodhan 
during a performance
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not well, she rushes to my side,” says 
Nikita, who undergoes dialysis as both 
her kidneys have failed. “She can sense 
if I am feeling low or unwell simply by 
hearing my voice over the phone and 
immediately comes over.” 

Namrata, who performs and teach-
es under the banner Satsang Parivar, 
holds around 50 concerts a year, 
mostly in Ahmedabad. Her students, 
aged between 30 and 80 years, sup-
port her cause by paying an annual fee 
of 01,500, which goes towards meet-
ing the expenses of dialysis for kidney 
patients. They also accompany her on 
visits to patients with various illnesses, 
including leprosy. “Someone I know 
who has not met Namrataben donates 
money to her cause merely knowing 
what she does,” says Dr Suma Shah, a 
paediatrician who trains in devotional 
music under Namrata. “For me, going 
for music class means an hour of peace 
in great company.”

Thus far, Namrata’s efforts have 
helped provide dialysis to more than 
10,000 kidney patients in grant-in-
aid and trust-run hospitals, where 
dialysis is cheaper than in private 
hospitals. She also donated 010 lakh 
to Muljibhai Urological Hospital 
in Nadiad, towards research in kid-
ney diseases.

While the money she donates has 
been life-giving to many, others find 
her music therapeutic. "A year ago, 
my father was disturbed as he had to 
undergo a major, unexpected heart 
surgery in the US," says Dr Alpa 
Gandhi, an anaesthetist based in 
Ahmedabad. “He had earlier heard 
Namrataben's music CDs and request-
ed for a few to be sent to him. He heard 
her music before and after the opera-
tion and felt relaxed."

Dr Darshna Thakker, who is a friend 
of Namrata's, says, “The songs work 
as double therapy. They soothe those 
who come for performances and the 
money earned from CD sales goes 
towards providing dialysis." Thakker 
is in charge of the administration and 
logistics of Satsang Parivar through 
her Sparsh Foundation. 

Namrata's pillar of strength, how-

ever, is Ronak. “My job is to keep 
Namrata happy,” says Ronak. “I have 
told her not to worry about me and 
not to bother about my breakfast. We 
have dinner together.” Yet, making his 
breakfast is part of her morning rou-
tine, which includes yoga and riyaz. 
On most days, she gives concerts or 
classes and meets kidney donors. 

“My mother balances her personal 
and professional lives like a beautiful 
symphony,” says the couple's 30-year-
old daughter, Bhakti. “My father is a 
real source of inspiration for her. He 
tells her, 'You sing and I will listen'.” 

Namrata uses her songs to address 
various issues, including those con-

cerning the girl child  and menopause. 
“In future, we plan to include scientific 
facts about infertility in Namrataben’s 
songs,” says Thakker.

Namrata has no plans to expand 
her concert schedule. “I do it for my 
own pleasure,” she says. “If I am not 
happy, how can I make others hap-
py?” Says Ronak: “She is not in any 
race and there is no competitor. If 
she increases the number of perfor-
mances, there will be pressure on her, 
which we do not want.” 

Namrata not only donates money 
for dialysis, but also spends time 
with the patients. “Namrataben is so 
committed and dedicated,” says Dr 
Sujata Rajapurkar, social worker at 
the Muljibhai Urological Hospital 
in Nadiad. “She does what she says. 
Once, I had planned a picnic on a 
Sunday for kidney patients but had to 
leave for Mumbai on another pressing 
assignment. I requested Namrataben 
to take the patients for the picnic. She, 
along with her students, did so will-
ingly, not once complaining about the 
picnic being on a Sunday.”

Namrata believes her commitment 
comes from her love of music and God. 
“I wanted to help God,” she says. “By 
using music, I want to give back to 
Him what He has given me.” ●

My mother balances 
her personal and 
professional lives like 
a beautiful symphony. 
My father is a real 
source of inspiration 
for her. He, tells 
her, 'You sing and 
I will listen'.
Bhakti, Namrata and Ronak's daughter

Supporting her cause: Namrata with husband, Ronak, and friend Dr Darshna Thakker
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CURRENT EVENTS

BY RABI BANERJEE

More than a  week 
a g o ,  S i d d i q u l l a h 
Chowdhury was nurs-
ing his fractured left 

leg when he received a call from 
Firhad Hakim, cabinet minister 
and close aide of West Bengal Chief 
Minister Mamata Banerjee. As chief 
of the Jamiat Ulama-i-Hind and the 
All-India United Democratic Front, 
Chowdhury had played a key role 
in booting out the Left front from 
power four years ago. Though he 
had helped Mamata become chief 
minister, Chowdhury had not heard 
from her since she assumed power 

in 2011. When Chowdhury took 
Hakim's call, the latter told him, “Didi 
wants to talk to you.” All Mamata 
wanted to know, said Chowdhury, 
was why had he not tried to touch 
base with her all these years.

With only a year to go for the assem-
bly polls, Mamata and her Trinamool 
Congress are worried about losing the 
Muslim vote bank. About 30 per cent 
of the electorate in the state is Muslim. 
Muslim leaders have been criticising 
her political understanding with the 
BJP—be it her nod to successive bills 
in Parliament or her party's refusal to 
join the clamour for resignation of BJP 
leaders in the Lalit Modi controversy. 
Outbursts by Muslim leaders have 

forced the Trinamool Congress chief 
to rethink her poll strategy, as has the 
possibility of a new political realign-
ment involving the Left parties, the 
Congress and a fraction of Trinamool 
Congress leaders, led by former Union 
minister Mukul Roy.

Sources said her one-time confi-
dant Roy, who is all set to leave the 
Trinamool Congress and float a new 
party, was the brain behind cutting 
Mamata's contact with Muslim lead-
ers and bringing them closer to the 
Congress and the Left. Roy has had 
a series of discussions with Congress 
leaders in Delhi about the alliance. 
Even his long-time critic Gautam 
Deb, who will lead the CPI(M)’s elec-
tion campaign in Bengal, said: “If Roy 
wants to make an understanding with 
us, we will consider it. In politics, 
nothing is impossible.”

Among the Muslim clerics in Bengal, 
Roy has already got the support of 
Mohammed Toha Siddiqui, the influ-
ential chief of Furfura Darbar Sharif. 
Siddiqui, as well as many of his asso-
ciates, has criticised Mamata for not 

Reign fall?
Opposition parties and rebels plan to band together to 
defeat Mamata in the next assembly polls in Bengal

Kolkata's knight rider: Mukul Roy is the brain behind gaining support of Muslim clerics for the grand alliance

SALIL BERA
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form the next government in Bengal. 
“We will be a key player in the election 
and would do everything to ensure 
our victory. We will raise the issues 
of lack of governance, goonda-giri 
[criminalisation] and lack of devel-
opment before the people,” he told 

THE WEEK.
Shah chose Vijayvargiya, who 

helped the BJP win Haryana, to 
replace Sidharth Nath Singh, a strong 
critic of Mamata. Vijayvargiya has to 
walk the tight rope to ensure the party 
makes a smooth progress in Bengal 
without hurting Mamata much. That 
is why there has hardly been any ref-
erence to the Saradha scam by the 
BJP. “We do not want to politicise 
the Saradha scam. The case is being 
investigated by the CBI and it would 
be a great mistake if one has to talk 
about it constantly during the peak 
of investigation,” said Vijayvargiya. 
Though the party is noncommittal 
about making the scam a poll plank, 
Vijayvargiya ruled out any possibility 
of an alliance with Mamata. “Never. At 
no point will we have any alliance with 
the Trinamool Congress,” he said.

Mamata, too, seems to be keeping 
her distance from the BJP. Despite her 
good relations with the Modi govern-
ment, she has cautioned party lead-
ers against projecting the Trinamool 
Congress as a party close to the saf-
fron brigade. “Criticise them when 
it would be inevitable for us,” she 
reportedly told them.

The Congress, meanwhile, dreams 
of the grand alliance. “There is no 
way the present government could 
be removed unless there is a great-
er alliance between the Congress 
and the Left,” said Congress leader 
Abdul Mannan, who had moved the 
Supreme Court for a CBI probe into 
the Saradha scam. Mannan said that 
they would need Mukul Roy's help 
to oust Mamata, despite his alleged 
involvement in the scam.

Poribartan, as they say, is in the air, 
again. ●
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The Congress 
and the Left plan to form a 

grand coalition to defeat the
Trinamool Congress in the 2016 assembly 
polls. So, the rainbow alliance will have the 
Congress, the CPI(M), the CPI, the All India 

Forward Bloc, the Revolutionary Socialist Party, 
the Socialist Unity Centre of India, the 

Mukul Roy faction and the party floated 
by expelled CPI(M) leader

Abdur Razzak Molla.

The BJP may 

play spoilsport in case 

Mamata does not accept 

the land bill and other 

crucial legislation in 

Parliament.
Mamata Banerjee 
and her party have 
a sole supporter in 

Siddiqullah Chowdhury's 
All-India United 

Democratic Front.MERGER 
AND 

ISOLATION

MINORITY 
REPORT

Thirty per cent of 5,62,83,457 
voters in West Bengal are Muslims

Trinamool Congress: Bagged more 
than 40 per cent Muslim votes in the 
last assembly election, 45 per cent in 
the last civic body election

Left parties: Suffered a major blow, 
but still have around 25 per cent of 
the minorities vote bank

Congress: Despite a declining 
support base across the state, still 
controls Muslim-dominated areas like 
Murshidabad and Malda. Has around 
15 per cent of the total Muslim vote

SUCI: Has solid Muslim support in 
South 24 Parganas and North 24 
Parganas

doing anything for Muslims. “It is all 
tall talk.... Muslims are as deprived as 
they used to be,” he said. Mamata found 
another critic in Maulana Qazi Fazlur 
Rehman, who said: “The development 
of minorities is on paper. Nothing is on 
the ground.” The censure was made 
when she was attending an Eid prayer 
meeting on Red Road in Kolkata.

No wonder, Mamata seemed des-
perate as she met Chowdhury at 
Nabanna building, which houses the 
makeshift state secretariat. “Indeed 
the chief minister was a little scared,” 
Chowdhury told THE WEEK. “She 
asked me to think of an alliance 
between my party and hers. She told 
me that we always worked together 
and it would be better for the Muslim 
community in Bengal if the alliance 
remained on the ground now.”

During the Nandigram and Singur 
movements, it was Chowdhury who 
orchestrated the shift of the Muslim 
vote bank from the communist par-
ties to the Trinamool Congress and 
the Congress. In his intense campaign 
across the state, he painted Buddhadeb 
Bhattacharjee as an anti-farmer chief 
minister. A majority of farmers in 
Nandigram are Muslims and their 
land would have been acquired if their 
agitation had failed.

Though Chowdhury admitted that 
Muslims had hardly benefitted during 
Mamata’s rule, sources said he would 
not ditch her as he had little rapport 
with the chief of Furfura Sharif and 
other Muslim clerics. Also, he doesn't 
expect the BJP to side with Mamata. 

He told his associates that if the rest 
of the opposition joined hands against 
Mamata, the BJP would directly or 
indirectly help that effort. Though 
BJP leaders at the Centre are befriend-
ing Mamata for her party's support in 
the Rajya Sabha, the BJP's state unit is 
still at loggerheads with the Trinamool 
Congress. Another Jamiat leader said 
that the BJP's growth in Bengal had 
much to do with its role as an opposi-
tion force and hence it would not ally 
with the ruling party.

Recently, BJP president Amit Shah 
said in Howrah, “Bengal BJP should 
build the party eyeing the Lok Sabha 
election in 2019.” However, Kailash 
Vijayvargiya, who is the party's new 
in-charge of the Bengal polls, said that 
the BJP would lose no opportunity to 

#BengalPolitics
Tweet to us @TheWeekLive
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PARLIAMENT

BY VIJAYA PUSHKARNA

It was like a classroom, said an 
MP coming out of the BJP’s 
parliamentary party meeting on 
July 23, the second day of the 

monsoon session of Parliament. Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi spoke first 
and party president Amit Shah next.

“You all have been provided the 
books and the material. Study them 
carefully, and prepare your answers to 
any questions, charges, allegations. Be 
assertive,” Modi told the leaders, point-
ing to a booklet titled Vyapam: Myths.

Shah referred to the other booklet 
in the kit: Reality and Saga of Scams in 
Congress-ruled States, a compendium 
on corruption involving the Congress. 
Expose their chief ministers and leaders. 

Make them run for cover, he told them.
The BJP’s strategy was clear. Turn 

the tables on the Congress, which was 
pressing for the resignation of External 
Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj, and 
chief ministers Vasundhara Raje of 
Rajasthan and Shivraj Singh Chouhan 
of Madhya Pradesh. 

Congress president Sonia Gandhi, 
too, told her MPs to settle for nothing 
short of resignation of the three minis-
ters. She pulled up MP Shashi Tharoor 
for going public with his views on 
Parliament disruptions. “You always 
do this, it has become a habit with 
you,” she told Tharoor in the presence 
of other Congress MPs.

The scene inside both the Lok Sabha 
and the Rajya Sabha was a throwback 
to when scams rocked the Manmohan 

Singh-led UPA government. Only 
the roles had been reversed, with the 
Congress playing the raucous, asser-
tive and obstructive role, and the BJP 
crying foul. 

During the monsoon session of 2012, 
Finance Minister Arun Jaitley, then 
the leader of the opposition in the 
Rajya Sabha, was categoric: We will 
obstruct Parliament from working till 
the prime minister resigns on account 
of the Coalgate scam. He recalled that 
two years earlier, it was because of the 
pressure put by the BJP in Parliament 
that then telecom minister A. Raja 
resigned. He also emphasised that they 
were not interested in a debate.

On July 23, Congress leader 
Jyotiraditya Scindia quoted Jaitley, 
though not verbatim, the spirit was 

A battle of nerves
The BJP pays the Congress back in the same coin by 
demanding the resignation of its scam-ridden ministers 
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the same. “Disruption is a completely 
valid form of protest in Parliament. 
People want answers from the gov-
ernment. There is neither any action 
nor any clarification,” he said in 
response to Parliamentary Affairs 
Minister Venkaiah Naidu’s claims that 
the Congress was running away from 
discussions. “We have no problem in 
discussing anything,” he said.

Sushma’s dream of becoming the 
prime minister may or may not fructi-
fy. But she stood in Manmohan Singh’s 
shoes as most of the opposition, led 
by the Congress, wanted her out of 
the cabinet. It is another matter that 
Samajwadi Party president Mulayam 
Singh Yadav pointed out that she is 
a woman, and women are forgiven a 
hundred murders—sau khoon maaf.

The BJP’s decision to defend the 
three ministers at any cost was taken 
a week before the Parliament session 
began. Soon after, Sushma tweeted 
that a Congress leader had tried to put 
pressure on her to grant a diplomatic 
passport to former minister of state 
for coal Santosh Bagrodia, an accused 
in the coal scam, and that she would 
reveal his name in Parliament. But the 
opposition did not take the bait.

The BJP plans to deal with the 
Sushma issue by making the opposition 
agree to a debate in Parliament. As for 
Raje and Chouhan, it would try to skirt 
the issue. “The established conven-
tion is that we don’t discuss the state 
governments and the chief ministers 
except in the case of a natural disaster, 
calamity, terrorism and those kind of 
subjects,” said Communication and 
Information Technology Minister Ravi 
Shankar Prasad. “Otherwise, there will 
be no end to taking on chief ministers in 
Parliament.” That said, the BJP took on 
the Congress and ensured that the fight 
in Parliament spilt over to the states.

Recently, Sushma briefed ministers 
who have been party spokespersons in 
the past, and have personal equations 
with mediapersons. The homework 
was done by a committee headed by 
senior journalist and BJP member M.J. 
Akbar. It served to energise the party 
and the spokespersons were happy to 
be back on the dais.

“It is nice to be back with you all 
in familiar surroundings. I do miss 
this,” said Prasad, who was for long 
the BJP’s national spokesperson. He 
then launched a full-scale attack on 
Himachal Pradesh Chief Minister 
Virbhadra Singh, and Akbar helped him 
with the word “applegate”, considering 
that Singh is accused of corruption after 
his income, allegedly from his apple 
orchards,  grew “14-fold” in three years.

Earlier, Commerce and Industry 

Minister Nirmala Sitharaman had 
accused Uttarakhand Chief Minister 
Harish Rawat and his secretary of 
taking money to influence the liquor 
policy. “They want the resignation 
of Vasundhara and Shivraj Singh, 
we want those of Rawat, Virbhadra, 
[Kerala chief minister] Oommen 
Chandy and the Karnataka chief min-
ister [Siddaramaiah],” said Prasad.

With the BJP launching a counter-
attack, the opposition brought about a 
change in its stance. And articulating 
this change, leader of the opposition in 
the Rajya Sabha, Ghulam Nabi Azad, 
said it was not a fight against individu-
als or between the Congress and the 
BJP. He said it was a fight over prin-
ciples. “I respect all three—the Central 
minister and the two chief ministers. 
They are good leaders at a personal 
level. It is not a fight against persons. 
It is a fight of principles,” said Azad. 

Congress vice president Rahul 
Gandhi played an important role in 
coordinating the Congress agitation in 
Parliament. On July 23, before he left 
on a tour of Tamil Nadu and Andhra 
Pradesh, Rahul had a meeting with 
the opposition leaders from the lower 
house. He is learnt to have deputed 
Scindia and Rajiv Satav to reach out to 
other opposition parties.

Meanwhile, the BJP is trying to 
find a way to see crucial bills—on land 
acquisition and goods and services 
tax—through. 
WITH SONI MISHRA

Who blinks first? (Left) Narendra Modi 
and other BJP leaders leaving after 
attending the parliamentary party 
meeting; Rahul Gandhi is said to have 
influenced the decision of the Congress 
to take a firm stand

PHOTOS: PTI

#ParliamentDeadlock
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Who’ll bell the Jat?

Politicians in post-Mandal 
north India put their best 
foot backward during poll 

time. Amit Shah tried it in Bihar, but 
found he had put his best foot in the 
mouth.

Eyeing the backward votes in 
Bihar, he said Narendra Modi was 
India's fi rst OBC PM. My left foot, 
cried Deve Gowda who had gone to 
school on OBC dole.

Next, Lalu Prasad, whose family 
ruled Bihar for a decade and a half 
by keeping it backward, claimed that 
Jat leader Charan Singh was India's 
fi rst OBC PM. Lalu forgot that the 
Supreme Court had said the Jats 
weren't backward.

The Jat case is a story of com-
petitive backwardism indulged in by 
Manmohan and Modi. The Jats had 
been asking to be put in the central 
list of backwards. The National Com-
mission for Backward Classes recom-
mended in 1997 that the Jats in Rajas-
than may be treated as backward, and 
not others. Not all Rajasthani Jats 
either. Those from Bharatpur and 
Dholpur, where the Jats had ruled 
as royals, weren't backward, said the 
commission.

Review the recommendation, the 
Jats asked the commission. We don't 
have the power, said the commission.

In May 2011, Manmohan amended 
the rules to empower the commission 
to review its decisions. The commis-
sion didn't budge. By then the caste 
census, the fi rst after 1931, was on. 
We will await the census data, the 
commission said.

The Jats got impatient and blocked 
trains. In July 2011, the commission 
asked the Indian Council of Social 

Sciences Research to survey the Jats 
in UP, MP, Haryana, Rajasthan, Hi-
machal and Gujarat. A year later, the 
commission asked the researchers to 
scale down the survey to a 2 per cent 
sample.

The Jats blocked more trains. In 
June 2013, Manmohan asked a group 
of ministers to talk to the Jat leaders. 
The group advised him to ask the 
commission to give him advice based 
on the existing data.

As the advice went round and 
round, word got around. The Jats in 
Bihar, Uttarakhand and Delhi woke 
up and blocked trains. Consider 
their case too, Manmohan told the 
commission. Sorry, no data, said the 
commission. Get data from the states, 
said Manmohan.

The commission didn't. Instead, it 
asked the ICSSR to form an expert 
committee to collect the state com-
mission reports. The 'experts', smart 
alecs, collected reports from the state 
commissions, put the fi ndings in a 
nutshell, and asked the commission 
to crack it.

The commission couldn't. It asked 
the state government to hold public 
hearings. No one bothered. So the 
commission held two public hearings 
on its own in Delhi's Siri Fort, and 
told Manmohan that the Jats weren't 
backward.

Manmohan wasn't convinced, or 
didn't want to be convinced. After all, 
the polls were coming. You haven't 
understood the “ground realities”—
he told the commission, and declared 
that all Jats (even those in Bharatpur 
and Dholpur) were backward.

Four months ago, the Supreme 
Court put its foot down. The govern-
ment can't push any caste forward or 
backward without getting fresh data 
about their condition. Therein lies a 
big irony. There is data, gathered in 
the caste census 2011, but it's under 
wraps. Modi says it is all raw data, 
and that the NITI Aayog is collating 
and studying them. Lalu and Nitish 
say Modi is hiding them.

Modi's government fi led a review 
petition. The court threw it out last 
week, asking the government to get 
fresh data. Irony, again! The data is 
still under wraps.

The judgment also mocks at 
competitive backwardism. "...
One may legitimately presume 
progressive advancement of all 
citizens on every front, ie, social, 
economic and education.... Yet, 
surprisingly the facts that stare at us 
indicate a governmental affi rmation 
of... negative governance..."

Plain English: are you saying peo-
ple are getting poorer, less schooled, 
jobless and backward, when you 
claim to be taking India forward?
prasannan@theweek.in

BHASKARAN
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BY KALLOL BHATTACHERJEE

The chief of the Research & Analysis 
Wing usually stays in the shadows 
during the dialogues between India 
and Pakistan. In the forthcoming 

bilateral talks, however, the current chief, 
Rajinder Khanna, may get the attention of the 
Pakistanis. The Pakistani media has been target-
ing his agency for the insurgency in Balochistan 
and street fights in Karachi.

It was not the only hiccup. Hackers from 
Pakistan breached the website of Antrix 
Corporation, the commercial arm of Indian Space 
Research Organisation, two days after Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi met his Pakistani coun-
terpart Nawaz Sharif in Ufa, Russia. It is said that 
a team led by National Security Adviser Ajit Doval 
is planning some tough yet measured responses. 
According to a source, Modi has instructed Doval 
to begin talks with Pakistan before the Ufa spirit 
evaporates.

“We are hopeful of beginning the DG-level talks 
between India and Pakistan in the first week of 
September,” said Devendra Kumar Pathak, 
director general of the Border Security Force. 
“DG-level talks used to be a normal mechanism. 
We are disturbed by the increased number of 
attempts at infiltration from the Pakistani terri-
tory, especially in the Jammu sector.”

India’s indirect efforts to keep Pakistan engaged 
were evident when it gave Padma Vibhushan to 
Prince Karim Aga Khan in April. The leader of the 
Shia Ismailis in Pakistan, Afghanistan and central 
Asia, he was honoured for his contribution to 
architecture and heritage conservation.

While the external affairs ministry will support 
Doval at the diplomatic field, another key player 
who would remain in the backdrop is former 
Intelligence Bureau director Syed Asif Ibrahim. 
Currently the special envoy to Af-Pak and West 
Asia, he has an excellent rapport with Jammu 

Team Doval is working hard to 
fulfil Modi's desire to leave his 
mark on India-Pakistan ties

and Kashmir Chief Minister Mufti Mohammad 
Sayeed. As the talks progress, a deciding factor 
will be the response of Kashmiris on the streets.

A key change Doval recently made in his team 
was shifting Shivaji Sinha from the China desk of 
the IB to the desk which tracks Pakistani Islamic 
and cyber movements. Another important player 
is former Sikkim governor Balmiki Prasad Singh. 
He said attempts would be made to keep Kashmir 
calm to provide suitable backdrop to the talks. 
“The idea is to have a long season of talks which 
will proceed uninterrupted and will give us incre-
mental benefits rather than a windfall,” he said.

As the preparations for the talks begin, the 
buzz in South Block is that India is determined 
to avoid surprises from Pakistan. “There will be 
no surprises like the last moment Pakistani invite 
to the Hurriyat leaders that spoiled last year’s 
peace efforts,” said Alok Bansal, senior fellow at 
the Indian Foundation. The foundation recently 
hosted a delegation from Baltistan in Pakistan-
occupied Kashmir.

Many sessions of back channel talks have 
already taken place and more will happen even 
during the talks to convince Pakistan of the need to 
stay positive on India. There are reports that one 
of Doval's advisers will be Lt-Gen. Kamal Davar, 
the first chief of India’s Defence Intelligence 
Agency. A seasoned expert on Pakistan military, 
he currently runs the Strategic Studies Cell in 
Kasauli.

The talks will be watched for Modi trying to 
leave his mark on India-Pakistan ties. “An under-
standing has already been reached on Sir Creek 
between India and Pakistan, and an announce-
ment can be made at the right time,” said Bansal. 
That would be a perfect start for Doval to fulfil 
Modi's desire to leave a legacy. ●

Talking 
terms

Formidable 
team: 
Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi 
with NSA Ajit 
Doval

PTI
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BOMBAY BLASTS CASE

BY ANUPAM DASGUPTA

Although he has barely a 
week left to live according 
to the death warrant issued 
against him, Yakub Memon 

is not ready to give up. Things looked 
bleak for him on July 21, when a divi-
sion bench of the Supreme Court head-
ed by Chief Justice H.L. Dattu rejected 
his curative petition, which sought to 
commute his death sentence to life 
imprisonment in the 1993 Bombay 
blasts case. The blasts were carried 
out by members of the underworld 
gang of the notorious fugitive Dawood 
Ibrahim, and Yakub was closer to 
becoming the first convict to hang in 
the case.

However, following Yakub's 
mercy petition to the governor of 
Maharashtra, submitted through offi-
cials at the Central Prison in Nagpur 
where he is lodged, there could be 
a delay in his execution, scheduled 
for July 30. The Maharashtra gov-
ernment is said to be seeking expert 
legal opinion to “settle” the matter 
conclusively. Yakub, meanwhile, 
moved the Supreme Court on July 
23, arguing that his death warrant 
issued by a special court under the 
Terrorist and Disruptive Activities 
(Prevention) Act (TADA) on April 29 
was untenable. He said the warrant 
was issued even as his curative peti-
tion was pending before the Supreme 
Court, and therefore it went against 

Hanging on
Yakub Memon questions the validity 
of the death warrant against him

the principles of natural justice.
The death sentence on Yakub, a 

chartered accountant with an intel-
lectual streak, is interpreted by most 
observers as a message to Dawood, his 
brother Anees, Yakub's brother Tiger 
(Mushtaq) Memon and Javed Chikna, 
who were the masterminds of the seri-
al bombings which shook Bombay on 
the afternoon of March 12, 1993. The 
role of Dawood in the attacks has been 
a sore point in India-Pakistan rela-
tions all these years and India accuses 
Pakistan of sheltering him. Indian 
intelligence agencies say the Inter-
Services Intelligence (ISI), Pakistan's 
spy agency, “worked with Dawood” on 
the attacks.

Viewed against the backdrop of the 
enormous amount of planning behind 
the attacks, in which 257 people were 
killed and thousands were injured, the 
rejection of Yakub's curative petition 
seemed natural. The Supreme Court 
said the petition did not mean much 
as the principles of natural justice 
were not violated in Yakub's case. The 
main charge against him was that he 
took part in a meeting held in Dubai in 
January 1993, in which the rough con-
tours of the attack were worked out. 
Dawood, Anees, Tiger and a few ISI 
officers were present at the meeting.

Yakub was instrumental, although 
not always directly, in ensuring the 
safe custody of the weapons shipped to 
Bombay to be used in the attacks. He 
stayed in touch with the instigators, 

The death sentence on Yakub is interpreted 
as a message to Dawood, his brother Anees, 
Yakub's brother Tiger and Javed Chikna, the 
the masterminds of the bombings.

CLOSING  
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Yakub 
Memon is 

charged with 
plotting the 1993 

blasts, arranging tickets for 
the co-accused to escape to 

Pakistan via Dubai and handling the 
finances.

He was convicted in 2006 and was sentenced 
to death on July 27, 2007. The Supreme Court 

upheld the sentence on March 21, 2013. President 
Pranab Mukherjee rejected his mercy plea in April 

2014 and the Supreme Court rejected his appeal in April 
this year. On April 29, the TADA court, which tried him, 

fixed July 30 as his date of execution. His curative 
petition was rejected by the Supreme Court on July 21. 

Yakub submitted a mercy petition to the governor 
the same day. On July 23, he moved the Supreme 

Court arguing that his death warrant was 
untenable as it was issued even as his 
curative petition was pending before 

the Supreme Court.

NOOSE

Partners in crime
Abdul Razak Memon (father): Arrested after his return from 
abroad in 1994, granted bail after a few years, died in 2001
Hanifa Memon (mother): Charged with abetment, acquitted 
for lack of evidence
Tiger (brother): Fled to Dubai a day before the blasts and later 
moved to Pakistan
Ayub (brother): Said to be with Tiger
Suleiman (brother): Charged with abetment, acquitted for 
lack of evidence
Essa (brother): Serving life term in Aurangabad prison
Yusuf (brother): Serving life term in Aurangabad prison
Rahin (wife): Charged with abetment, acquitted for lack of 
evidence
Rubina (wife of Suleiman): Convicted and sentenced to life 
imprisonment as a vehicle used in the attacks was registered 
in her name

Serial mayhem
Between 1:33pm and 3:40pm on March 12, 1993, a series of 12 
bomb blasts rocked Mumbai. As many as 257 people were 
killed and thousands were injured. Property worth $27 crore 
was destroyed

sympathisers and active participants, 
who worked in tandem to ensure the 
success of the attacks.

Yakub was also responsible for 
the selection of targets. Mahim's 
Fisherman's Colony, Hotel Sea Rock 
in Juhu, Century Bazaar in Worli, Air 
India headquarters in Colaba, Zaveri 
Bazaar and Sena Bhavan were chosen 
after Dawood and Tiger had repeated 
exchanges with Yakub and a few oth-
ers in Bombay. According to security 
officials, the attacks, in which multiple 
targets were hit simultaneously, saw 
large quantities of RDX being used for 
terrorist activities for the first time in 
India.

Yakub made sure that the money 
sent to Bombay ahead of the blasts 
was used effectively. He oversaw the 
entire financial side of the operation. 
He was also involved in the distribu-
tion of explosives and weapons to 
“those concerned”.

The Indian security establishment 
believes that the ISI “pressured” 
Dawood into harnessing his criminal 
infrastructure in Bombay to facilitate 
a terrorist strike on the city. A hand-
ful of Dawood's men, in fact, travelled 
to Pakistan for training in handling 
weapons and explosives. Despite his 
initial hesitation, Dawood succumbed 
to the intense persuasion by the ISI and 
joined hands with it to strike against 
his hometown.

Yakub has been fighting a losing 
battle to prove that his role was periph-
eral in the overall scheme of things. His 
counsel Jaspal Singh said the fact that 
he surrendered on his own volition 
was “proof of his innocence”. But spe-
cial public prosecutor Ujjwal Nikam 
said Yakub did not surrender, but was 
picked up from the Kathmandu airport 
by Indian officials in 1994. The special 
trial judge P.D. Kode, too, noted that 
the point about Yakub's surrender had 
not been established.

Tiger had advised Yakub against 
returning to India. While Tiger is said to 
be alive and well, Yakub's fate hangs in 
the balance as Governor C. Vidyasagar 
Rao and the Supreme Court take up his 
pleas one more time. ●
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CONTROVERSY

COO disgrace
With sleuths on his tail, things are not going too well 
for IPL COO Sundar Raman

BY NEERU BHATIA

After Gurunath Meiyappan 
and the Chennai Super 
Kings, and Raj Kundra and 
the Rajasthan Royals, it is 

Sundar Raman's turn to be in the gun-
sights. The chief operating officer of 
the Indian Premier League is being 
investigated by a team supervised by 
the Supreme Court.

The Justice Mukul Mudgal com-
mittee, which probed the spot-fixing 
in IPL 6, observed that Raman had 
links with a bookie and that he did not 
act despite being alerted about “suspi-
cious activities” in CSK and RR. The 
committee, however, did not formally 
indict him.

 Raman later filed an affidavit in the 
Supreme Court denying allegations 
of misdemeanour. On July 14, Justice 
R.N. Lodha, former chief justice of 
India, chaired a committee which 
pronounced the quantum of punish-
ment for those involved in the spot-
fixing. Raman's fate is expected to be 
decided in “a matter of days”.

Raman has been synonymous with 
controversy ever since he took over 
as COO of IPL in 2008. He was hand-
picked from a media agency by Lalit 
Modi, IPL's founding commissioner. 
Raman survived the coup of 2010, 
which saw Modi being ousted. In 
fact, the IPL COO was most power-
ful under the new BCCI chairman, N. 
Srinivasan. As Srinivasan's star waxed 
in Indian and international cricket, so 
did Raman's. Then, the storm broke.

In January, while giving their 
final orders on the spot-fixing case, 
Justices T.S. Thakur and F.M.I. 
Kalifulla of the Supreme Court said, 
“We are not inclined to let the allega-

tions made against Sundar Raman go 
un-probed, even if it means a further 
investigation by the investigating team 
provided to the [Lodha] committee, or 
by any other means.”

The sleuths are probing two angles 
in Raman's case: 1) Whether he had 
been in constant touch with Vindoo 
Dara Singh, an accused in the IPL spot-
fixing case, and, 2) whether Raman 
failed to act when the International 
Cricket Council's Anti-Corruption 
and Security Unit (ACSU) tipped him 
off about the possible involvement 
of multiple team owners in the spot-
fixing scandal.

Raman was first grilled by B.B. 
Mishra, the first chief of the ten-mem-
ber investigation team. After Mishra's 
retirement, Vivek Priyadarshi of the 
CBI took over. A non-IPS superinten-
dent of police, Priyadarshi's previous 
investigations include the 2G scam 
and Coalgate, both done under the 
supervision of the Supreme Court. He 
has also been co-opted into the team 
probing the Vyapam scam in Madhya 
Pradesh.

Sources said Mishra put Raman 
through two-hour-long interroga-
tion sessions. No physical coercion. 
But, the interrogators were seasoned 
hands from the white-collar crime 
team.

Mishra and Co were warned that 
Raman would be a tough nut to crack. 
Reportedly, when grilled about a par-
ticular incident, Raman countered 
by asking them who had complained 
against him. However, under pres-
sure, the “smart, shrewd, confident 
fellow” allegedly admitted to making 
two mistakes.

He allegedly accepted that Y.P. 
Singh, former head of the ACSU, 

had informed him about shady activ-
ity in the IPL. Raman's submission 
before the Supreme Court was that 
the information was conveyed ver-
bally, and, hence, was non-actionable. 
Apparently, Raman told the sleuths 
that he should have followed up on 
the ACSU's tip.

Interestingly, after this tip-off, 
there was a strong move to sack Y.P. 
Singh during the ICC World T20 
Championship in Bangladesh in 2013. 
An ICC source said that the move, 
allegedly initiated by Srinivasan and 
Raman, fell through “because Singh 
would have exposed the duo.”

The BCCI's own anti-corruption 
unit was founded in 2012 by Ravi 
Sawani, a former head of the ACSU. 
But, Sawani had the reputation of 
being close to Srinivasan. So, he 
stepped down in June, and former 
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Delhi police commissioner Neeraj 
Kumar took over. Incidentally, Kumar 
had investigated the IPL match-fixing 
allegations in 2000.

Sources said Raman shrugged off 
responsibility when asked about 
Vindoo's presence in the premi-
um boxes and at post-match par-
ties. Investigators find it difficult to 
believe that Raman did not know 
about Vindoo, whose name featured 
in the match-fixing scandal of 2000. 
In 2010, too, Raman had pleaded igno-
rance before investigators that probed 
the issue.

“If Meiyappan was found guilty of 
betting and knowing Vindoo, then 
the same principle will be applied to 
Raman,” a source said. “He cannot 
pass the buck saying someone else was 
in charge of the guest list.” A highly 
placed investigator said, “The court 

has actually made the brief easy for us 
and difficult for Raman.”

Sources suggest that investigators 
are probing eight specific instances 
of communication between Raman 
and Vindoo. The problem in corrobo-
rating phone calls arises when, after 
a missed call or a brief call from an 
alleged bookie, the conversation shifts 
to WhatsApp, the preferred platform 
of punters now.

Whether he is guilty or not, one thing 
is clear—Raman's wings are being 
clipped. His influence is being restrict-
ed to the IPL, unlike in the Srinivasan 
years when he rode roughshod over 
BCCI officials. Raman would often 
fly to Chennai to meet Srinivasan and 
then return to the BCCI headquarters 
and pass messages to various officials. 
The board under Jagmohan Dalmiya 
has been firm—those not on the board 
should not be present at meetings. 
Employees must wait outside. They 
will be summoned, if required.

The BCCI was under fire for mol-
lycoddling an employee under inves-
tigation. The last straw was Raman's 
presence at the IPL governing coun-
cil held after the Lodha committee 
report came out. BCCI secretary 
Anurag Thakur clarified the board's 
stand on Raman: “There is no verdict 
against him. There is an inquiry going 
on. When we took over, an inquiry 
was on against two IPL teams, too. We 
waited for the verdict of the Lodha 
committee. [Raman] is an employee 
of the board. The governing council 
will take decisions, his job is to imple-
ment them.”

A highly placed source said that in 
the recent IPL governing council meet-
ing Raman interrupted Jyotiraditya 
Scindia, president of the Madhya 
Pradesh Cricket Association. An irate 
Scindia asked him to speak only when 
spoken to. Scindia reminded him 
that he was just a board employee. 

Reportedly, several other board mem-
bers have found their voices and have 
been putting the IPL COO in his place.

Raman has often been described 
as “rude, bullying and arrogant”. He 
allegedly made the going tough for 
a marketing official of the BCCI and 
ICC, and even called up his wife and 
used poor language with her. The buzz 
is that after being ticked off by the 
BCCI bosses, he has started greeting 
board and IPL staff.

In 2010, Raman revoked the 
accreditation of Sunil Valson, a Delhi 
Daredevils official and former India 
international. This, after he allegedly 
abused Valson. The entire Delhi crick-
et fraternity was then up in arms over 
Raman's high-handed ways.

Raman used to represent the BCCI 
at ICC meetings in Dubai, and he has 
been known to hector and threaten 
council staff, even reducing one to 
tears. He was one of the key nego-
tiators representing the ICC's Big 
3—India, Australia and England. The 
negotiators had flexed their muscles 
to ensure that all members accepted 
the new revenue model and the new 
future tours programme. Reportedly, 
Raman threatened dissenting mem-
bers with dire consequences.

To put an end to Raman's days at 
the ICC, Thakur has ordered that no 
one should travel for any ICC meet-
ing without his or Dalmiya's consent. 
Raman's last ICC meeting was the one 
held in Barbados in early July.

Journalists, too, were not spared by 
Raman. Reportedly, he called a very 
senior journalist who had reported on 
the IPL scandals and demanded that 
the phrase “IPL mess” be deleted from 
the copy. Others were sent rude text 
messages. To force reporters to retract 
news, he threatened them with can-
cellation of accreditation.

Once upon a time, when top BCCI 
administrators met BCCI employees, 
they would say, “Make sure Raman 
does not get to know we met.” Those 
days are over. And, maybe it is a 
sign of the times: Raman has report-
edly moved his family to Chennai 
from Mumbai. ●

Riding the wave: Raman (left) was 
handpicked by Lalit Modi (right), IPL's 
founding commissioner. He survived the 
coup of 2010, which saw Modi being 
ousted, and thrived under Srinivasan

GETTY IMAGES
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SPORTS

BY NEERU BHATIA

Fifteen years ago, Gurcharan 
Singh came within a whisker 
of becoming the first Indian 
boxer to win an Olympic 

medal. But he lost the quarterfinal of 
the light heavyweight event at Sydney 
Olympics, thanks to a points decision 
in favour of his Ukrainian opponent. 
Heartbroken, Singh, a naib subedar in 
the Army, disappeared. A few months 
later, however, he surfaced as a pro-
fessional boxer, who went by the 
sobriquet ‘Guru’. 

Ten years ago, Pradeep Singh Sihag, 
a middle weight boxer from Hisar in 
Haryana, was banned by the Indian 
Amateur Boxing Federation while he 
was participating in a national camp. 
The reason: a national coach had com-
plained against him. Disillusioned, 
Sihag, then 17, bought a one-way ticket 
to Australia with the money his father, 
a former boxer, had given him. A resi-
dent of Boronia in Melbourne, he now 
has 23 pro boxing bouts to his credit, 
including 18 wins (nine of them by 
knockout), four losses and one draw. 

Vijender Singh, the 2008 Beijing 
Olympics bronze medallist, is the 
latest, and the most famous, Indian 
boxer to join the professional box-
ing bandwagon. In June this year, he 
announced his decision to turn pro 
in the UK, where he had gone for 
training. Till then, he was trying to 
qualify for the Rio Olympics, which 
would have been his fourth. But, a 
ten-day stint with pro boxing trainer 
Lee Beard in Manchester, organised 
by his manager Neerav Tomar of 
Infinity Optimal Solutions Sports, led 
to a change of plan. Vijender signed 
up with promoter Francis Warren of 

Queensberry Promotions, signalling 
the end of the road for his Rio dreams. 

With Vijender as its poster boy, 
professional boxing is making a grand 
entry to India. Pro trainers, promot-
ers, prize fights, championship titles 
and the works are making their way 
to prime time on satellite television. 
Laying the groundwork for it is a 
group of veteran administrators, led 
by former Indian Amateur Boxing 
Federation secretary-general P.K.M. 
Raja, a retired brigadier. The group 
has formed the Indian Boxing Council 
(IBC), which will be the licensing and 
governing body for pro boxing in India.

Boxer Akhil Kumar, the 2006 
Commonwealth Games gold medal-
list, gave the thumbs up to pro boxing, 
saying the aspirations of sportsper-
sons in India were changing. “There is 
no right or wrong time for this [turn-
ing pro],” he said. “Every sportsperson 
wants a better lifestyle. These days, 
training, supplements and shoes cost 
a huge amount.”

The Indian boxing scene is in its 
bleakest phase. There is no boxing 
federation that runs smoothly, and an 
ad hoc body is now in charge of run-
ning the sport in the country. National 
championships are no longer held 
regularly, and there is no foreign expo-
sure for Indian boxers. 

In the absence of a strong domes-
tic sporting structure, IBC is primed 
for success. “We have started this not 
because we are disgruntled with ama-
teur boxing,” said Raja. “We just want 
to put a system in place to provide 
opportunity to boxers.”

Pro boxing, however, is totally 
different from amateur boxing, for 
which most boxers in India train. For 
instance, the maximum number of 

rounds in amateur bouts is four; in pro 
boxing, it is 12. 

Vijender, 29, would be the change 
agent for pro boxing in India. Said 
Lee Beard, who will train Vijender: “I 
don’t know what system of training in 
India he is used to. The circuit training 
we do is very difficult. We do a lot of 
sparring. I am going to get him used 
to doing seven to eight hours of spar-
ring from day one, to teach him the pro 
game.”

Beard said he was surprised by 
Vijender's mental and physical 
strength. “Some of the circuit tests, I 
didn't think he would do it like he did,” 
he said. “I was quite surprised.”

Vijender said he was initially unsure 
whether he was ready to turn pro. “I had 
a lot of things on my mind. The deci-
sion was not made in a day. I trained 
there [Manchester] for ten days before 
I decided that I must do it,” he said.

Zing is king
With Vijender Singh as its poster boy, 
professional boxing makes a grand entry to India

Packing new punch: Vijender Singh 
training in Manchester
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Warren, the promoter, is bullish 
about Vijender’s future. “We have 
not signed him because he is a popu-
lar face, but because he is talented. I 
came to Chandigarh for a national 
camp before the 2010 Commonwealth 
Games. I liked the way he moved his 
feet, his head nicely placed. I keep 
an eye on amateur fighters all over 
the world; so I kept a watch on him. 
That he is very popular does make our 
job easier, in terms of selling tickets 
and TV rights. With the presence of 
Indians throughout the world, he can 
become a crossover star.”

IBC has announced three layers 
of competitions to create a domes-
tic circuit. It will hold bouts for the 
national title, the winners of which 
will progress to world rounds. “I am 
sure corporates and other big names 
will support us, as there is a very high 
return on investment. We are looking 

to have workshops by professional 
trainers for Indian ones. We are get-
ting inquiries from excited promot-
ers,” said Raja. 

The World Boxing Council and 
the World Boxing Association have 
offered their help to set up pro boxing 
in India. Boxers will get 70 per cent of 
the earnings from a bout, while their 
trainers will get 30 per cent. The IBC 
plans to source coaches from Australia 
and the UK, as training systems in 
those countries are easier for Indian 
pugilists to adapt to.

Raja and his team are travelling all 
over India to sign up talent and train-
ers. But the qualification standards 
they have set are tough. Sources told 
THE WEEK that boxers Paramjeet 
Samota, Dinesh Kumar and Dilbagh 
Singh could be roped in. Sihag, too, is 
set to make his pro debut in India.

Still, it is a rocky road ahead for pro 

boxing. Amateur boxers employed by 
government departments will need 
permission to turn pro. The Haryana 
Police had earlier objected to Vijender 
turning pro. Also, Raja's previous 
attempt to start a pro boxing league, 
after the 2008 Beijing Olympics, 
had come a cropper, thanks to the 
International Boxing Association 
(AIBA) launching its own World 
Series Boxing. 

This time, however, Raja may well 
succeed. Said Akhil Kumar: “If IBC 
succeeds, everyone, including you and 
me, will say great things. If it is a flop, 
we all would find reasons to declare it 
a wrong decision. But, we must give it 
a chance.” 

So, is he planning to turn pro? “Right 
now, I am not in a mood to join pro 
boxing. I am just trying my best to 
earn a berth for Rio 2016, and win that 
medal I missed at Beijing 2008.” ●
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They do it every time. 
Before the Chinese 
send their president 
or prime minister to 
visit a neighbouring 
country, they send a 

few troops across the border—just 
to test the neighbour’s military and 
political will.

Thus, ahead of Prime Minister 
Li Keqiang’s May 2013 visit, a few 
People’s Liberation Army (PLA) 
troops forayed into western Ladakh 
and stayed there for close to a month. 
They moved back only when India 
threatened to unleash the Tibetan 
protesters into Delhi streets to mar the 
premier’s visit. 

Then, last September, ahead 
of President Xi Jinping’s flight to 
Ahmedabad and Delhi, the PLA sent a 
few troopers a few miles into what was 
held to be Indian territory in Chumar 
sector. They withdrew after Xi left 
India.

Such needling on the border is now 
taken more or less as part of China’s 
test-the-will diplomacy, but there was 
an added dimension to the needling on 
the eve of Xi’s visit. Apart from the bor-
der incursion in Chumar, the Chinese 
also tried to test India’s will and might, 
for the first time, in the waters. The 
PLA Navy sent two conventional sub-
marines into the Indian Ocean and got 
the friendly government in Sri Lanka 
to allow them to dock at Hambantota, 
a port that the Chinese had built osten-
sibly for civil shipping in Sri Lanka.

It was no sneak arrival. On the con-
trary, the Indian Navy had come to know 
of the submarines’ arrival well ahead. 
Diesel-powered submarines have to 

surface almost every 24 hours during 
their underwater journey, to draw oxy-
gen for recharging their batteries. “If 
they wanted the submarine mission to 
be a secret one, the Chinese would have 
sent nuclear submarines, which do 
not have to surface for weeks togeth-
er,” pointed out an officer in India’s 
naval operations room. The Lankans, 
too, did not hide the fact that two 
Chinese subs had docked at their port. 
Clearly, the intent was to needle India.

India believes, and most of the 
world powers agree, that the Indian 
Ocean is India’s strategic backyard. 
With a powerful navy, India believes it 
can command the sea routes between 
the east and the west, through which 
a third of the world’s trade travels. 
“It is a role that we are expected to 
play,” said a naval officer. “The Indian 
Ocean has several choke points, which 
can be controlled by the Indian Navy. 
The world powers expect us to play 
that role. That is why virtually every 
navy in the Indian Ocean rim has been 
exercising with us.”

But, China does not agree. “The 
Indian Ocean Region (IOR) cannot be 
referred to as India’s backyard,” said 
Senior Captain Zhao Yi, a PLA Navy 
strategist and associate professor at the 
National Defence University, Beijing. 
“The word backyard is not very appro-
priate to use for an open sea. If the 
Indian Ocean was India’s backyard, 
then how are the navies of the US, 
Australia, Russia and other countries 
operating there? Possibility [of clashes] 
cannot be eliminated if you continue 
to consider this area your backyard.”

This is the first time that the 
Chinese have raised objections over 
the Indian role in the IOR, which the 
Indian Navy has been referring to as 
its area of responsibility for the past 

The Dragon is breathing fire under water. 
And, Pakistan is close on India’s heels. Over the years, 

India has lost ground on the submarine front. 
Hence, the need for more subs, and fast

BY AJIT KUMAR DUBEY/Shanghai & Beijing
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Underwater marathon: A PLA Navy 
sub at Qingdao submarine base



BY COMMODORE (RETD) ANIL JAI SINGH

The command of a submarine is the ultimate goal 
for any submariner, that breed of men (and, 
now, women, too, in some navies) who wear the 

“dolphins” on their chest with pride and humility. A 
badge with twin dolphins is worn by submariners in most 
navies, though the design may differ.

An appointment as captain is the recognition of an 
individual’s professional competence, personal integrity, 
selfless commitment and dedication to the profession, 
combined with honing one’s skills over many years, 
perhaps in the most inhospitable environment known to 
man. It is a little known fact that space missions studied 
conditions on board submarines before sending people 
into space. 

Those who have not lived it cannot fathom it. Working 
and living for weeks on end in a sealed steel cylinder 
deep below the sea surface. Sharing cramped living and 
working space with fellow crew. Retaining peak fighting 
efficiency despite all the psychological and physiological 
stress endemic to such an environment. 

Despite passing successfully through this crucible, 
potential captains are put through the extremely 
demanding commanding officer’s qualifying course. Called 
the ‘Perisher’ globally, this course has a high attrition 
rate; some have not passed the course despite being 
submariners for over a decade.

Many submariners go on to high ranks and extremely 
successful naval careers. However, a submarine command 
is the undisputed gold standard. Command of a submarine 
demands a deep understanding of the gravity of the 

The ultimate leadership test

many decades.
And, the Chinese have been acting 

up on their belief. In November, the 
PLA Navy sent another submarine, this 
time a nuclear-powered one, which 
remained under water throughout its 
journey from its home port in the east. 
The Lankans allowed it to dock again 
at Hambantota.

Alarm bells rang in the Indian naval 
headquarters. The despatch of the 
nuclear-powered attack submarine 
(SSN) deep into the Indian waters, 
without having to dock in any neigh-
bourhood port, was meant to be a 
show of muscle. “The next would be 
SSBNs,” said an Indian naval officer, 
referring to nuclear-powered subma-
rines armed with nuclear-tipped bal-
listic missiles.

Submarines are of three kinds—
SSKs, SSNs and SSBNs. SSKs, other-
wise called attack submarines or con-
ventional submarines, are powered 
by diesel engines and are used in the 
conventional battle roles. They have 
to surface almost once a day to draw 
oxygen for recharging their batteries, 
and that is when they get spotted by 
enemy ships, helicopters, reconnais-
sance planes or satellites.

SSNs are nuclear-powered subma-
rines, but are armed with only torpe-

does and conventional missiles, just 
like SSKs. Their advantage over SSKs 
is that they do not have to surface for 
weeks and months together, and thus 
can remain hidden from enemy eyes.

SSBNs or ballistic submarines are 
nuclear-powered and nuclear armed. 
They carry submarine-launched bal-
listic missiles (SLBMs) and are used 
as deterrence against a nuclear attack 

by the enemy. The philosophy is that 
the enemy would first take out India’s 
land-based missiles and nuclear 
bombers in a first attack. The subma-
rine-stored missiles, which would be 
hidden under the sea, would then be 
used to strike back at the enemy. “It 
is a well-acknowledged fact that sea-
based deterrence is the most surviv-
able leg of the strategic triad,” Indian 
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honour, the responsibility it bestows, the accountability 
and the humility it expects. In a submarine, unlike any 
other platform, the buck stops with the captain. From the 
moment the last rope is slipped from the pier, the crew 
turns to the captain, and he has no one to turn to.

A submarine operates independently, and, unlike a 
surface or air platform, does not communicate with the 
outside world. So, commanding officers at sea are expected 
to take bold and independent decisions. Interestingly, no 
badges of rank are worn at sea. The crew respects a firm, 
but fair captain. A weakness in personality or competence 
stands cruelly exposed at sea. Hence, a submarine captain 
has to be one with the crew, but not one of the crew.

Submarines constitute the cutting edge of a nation’s 
offensive maritime capability across the entire spectrum, 
be it strategic, operational or tactical. In an escalating 
maritime crisis, it is the submarine with its inherent 
advantages of stealth, concealment and lethal firepower 
that will be the first to go in harm’s way. The Indian 

Navy’s submarine arm, which will turn 48 in December, 
has an enviable track record.

The effect of hitting first and hitting hard can render an 
enemy’s navy largely ineffective, as it happened in the 1982 
Falklands conflict. The sinking of the Argentine cruiser 
General Belgrano by HMS Conqueror was the turning 
point as the Argentine surface fleet did not venture to 
engage with the Royal Navy Task Force thereafter.

Despite its superior numbers and capability, the task 
force, too, expended more than half its anti-submarine 
ammunition and weapons on false submarine contacts 
since the Argentine submarine, the San Luis, was 
suspected to be in the vicinity—such is the debilitating 
psychological effect a submarine can bring to bear even on 
a superior enemy force. In the three decades since, despite 
advancement in technology, this fundamental fact has not 
changed.
A retired commodore of the Indian Navy, the writer commanded four 
submarines. He is now vice president, Indian Maritime Foundation.

Navy chief Admiral Robin Dhowan 
told THE WEEK.

After the Chinese nuclear subma-
rine visited Hambantota, the Research 
and Analysis Wing (R&AW), India’s 
spy agency, allegedly activated the 
plan to defeat Mahinda Rajapaksa’s 
China-friendly government in the Sri 
Lankan general election. It was alleged 
that the R&AW supplied opposition 

groups with secret communication 
equipment. India has since denied any 
interference in the election, but the 
result was to India’s liking. Rajapaksa 
suffered a surprise defeat. The new 
president Maithripala Sirisena’s visit 
to Delhi in February, his first foray 
abroad, was seen as a thanksgiving 
gesture. Sirisena is said to have prom-
ised Prime Minister Narendra Modi 
that no further Chinese subs would 
dock at Hambantota.

All the same, the Chinese threat has 
not exactly disappeared. On the con-
trary, the Chinese began showing that 
they can reach farther than Sri Lanka. 
In late May, a Yuan class 335 diesel 
submarine travelled farther north 
than Sri Lanka, crossed the Arabian 
Sea, “fairly close to Indian waters,” as 
a naval officer admitted, and docked at 
Karachi for nearly a week. “The idea 
was to show off the long endurance 

that even their diesel submarines have 
got,” the officer said.

The Chinese have been flexing the 
submarine muscle for some time now. 
“The Indo-Pacific region is important 
to us and it should be understandable 
for the Chinese Navy to go to the IOR,” 
asserted Senior Captain Zhao. In the 
last two years, Indian submarine-
hunters have sighted Chinese subma-
rines 68 times, passing close to Indian 
waters on the pretext of participating 
in anti-piracy patrols. 

The Indian Navy is not convinced, 
saying you do not deploy submarines 
to chase pirates in the Gulf of Aden 
and nearby areas. Why not? ask the 
Chinese. “Why can’t submarines take 
part in anti-piracy operations?” asked 
Senior Captain Wei Xiandong, chief of 
staff of the Shanghai Naval Garrison, 
sitting in the briefing room of guided 
missile frigate Tong Ling in Shanghai.

Two Kilo class submarines met with accidents 
in the last two years—the accident on the 
INS Sindhurakshak (in pic) killed 18 and 
the one on the INS Sindhuratna killed two.

AP
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Attack submarines 
(SSKs) are powered by 

diesel engines and are used 
in conventional battle roles. 
They have to surface once a 
day to draw oxygen to 
recharge their batteries.

Nuclear-powered 
submarines (SSNs) are 

armed with torpedoes and 
conventional missiles, and 
they don't have to surface 
for months together.

Types of 
submarines

l

Nuclear
powered

Diesel
powered

Pakistan has a fleet of five diesel-electric 
submarines and three MG110 miniature 
submarines. It will buy eight Yuan-class 
submarines from China. 

China has 55 diesel-electric attack submarines, eight nuclear-powered 
attack submarines and five nuclear-powered and nuclear-armed 
ballistic submarines. It is the fastest growing submarine force, and 
could eventually expand to 75 vessels. Five Jin-class nuclear 
ballistic submarines are in the works.

Undersea change
India needs to swim deeper and faster to catch up 
with China in the submarine race

Capabilities
The Sindhughosh-class submarines have a displacement of more than 3,000 tonnes, 
a maximum diving depth of 300m, top speed of 18 knots, and are able to operate 
solo for 45 days with a crew of 53.

The Shishumar-class vessels have a displacement of 1,850 tonnes, a maximum diving 
depth of 300m, top speed of 22 knots, endurance of 50 days, and a crew of 40.

The INS Chakra has a displacement of about 10,000 tonnes, a diving depth of 600m, 
top speed of more than 30 knots and a crew of about 80.

The INS Aridhaman, of the Arihant-class, is under construction in Visakhapatnam and 
is expected to be launched this year. It will join the Navy after trials, expectedly 
within three years. A third vessel, coded S-3 Plus, is learnt to be under construction.
Arihant and Aridhaman have a displacement of about 6,000 tonnes and will be 
powered by a 83MW nuclear reactor. The S-3 Plus, and 
another two such submarines, codenamed S-4 and S-5, 
will be powered by a 160MW reactor. Arihant and 
Aridhaman will be armed with medium-range K-15 
missiles that can strike targets about 1,000km away. 
The S-3 Plus and the rest would have K-4 missiles with 
a striking range of 3,000km, bringing 
most Chinese cities within range.
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India has 14 submarines—nine 
Sindhughosh-class or Kilo-class 
diesel-electric submarines, four 
Shishumar-class diesel-electric 
vessels and one Akula II-class 
nuclear attack submarine, INS 
Chakra, leased for 10 years from 
Russia in 2012.

India's first nuclear-powered and 
nuclear-armed vessel, Arihant, is 
undergoing sea trials that are 
expected to be completed next 
year. The Arihant-class would also 
have four other such submarines.
Six Scorpene-class diesel-electric 
submarines are being built at the 
Mazagon Dock in Mumbai.
The first submarine of this 
class—INS Kalvari—was launched 
on April 6; the others are 
expected to be ready by 2020.

India will also build six nuclear-
powered submarines.
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In March 2014, a Chinese flotilla 
arrived off Andaman and Nicobar 
Islands, on the pretext of searching 
for the vanished Malaysian Airliner 
MH-370, but India shooed them away. 
“Such recce missions are undertaken 
basically to measure the depth and 
warmth of the waters,” pointed out an 
Indian submariner. “You need such 
data for finding out how your own 
submarine can operate in those con-
ditions.” Indeed, the Indian Navy is 
concerned. “We are keeping a close 
watch on the movement of Chinese 
forces in and around our territorial 
waters,” Dhowan said.

India believes that China is build-
ing a series of strategic assets, called 
‘string of pearls’, around the Indian 
peninsula. The ‘string of pearls’, India 
believes, would be a series of friendly 
ports and other maritime assets in 
countries around the Indian penin-
sula from where the PLA Navy would 
be allowed to operate. “There should 
be no concern about it, because, for 

China, defence policy is defensive in 
nature. We do not want to play a hege-
monic role or to threaten other region 
or country,” Senior Captain Wei said.

But, Dhowan should be worried. 
For he knows that India is fast losing 
the naval edge that it had over Pakistan 
and China. Apart from owning a fleet 
of diesel-powered German HDW and 
Russian Kilo class submarines, Indian 
naval brass also used to boast that they 
had been operating mighty aircraft-
carriers, the globally acknowledged 
symbols of maritime might, for the last 
40 years, whereas China got its first 
carrier only a couple of years ago. And, 
Pakistan still has not seen a carrier.

But, both the adversaries have been 
building their maritime muscle in 
the last few years, while India’s has 
been depleting. Pakistan has got three 
brand new French-built Agosta sub-

Sea-based deterrence is the most 
survivable leg of the strategic triad.
Admiral R.K. Dhowan, chief of the Indian Navy

Ballistic submarines 
(SSBNs) are not only 

nuclear-powered, but also 
nuclear armed. They carry 
ballistic missiles and are 
used as deterrents.

Nuclear
powered

Problems
Most of India's diesel-electric 
submarines are more than 20 
years old.

Half the boats are always in the 
repair or refit dock and three had 
serious accidents in the past few 
years.

The Navy had been working on a 
plan, approved by the Cabinet 
Committee on Security in 1999, to 
build a fleet of 12 diesel-electric 
submarines by 2012, which would 
replace the ageing Kilos and 
HDWs. The Scorpene submarines 
are being built as part of this plan, 
but they have been delayed and 
there are no follow-ons.

The Pak threat: France has supplied 
Pakistan with three Agosta 90B (in pic) 
subs and two Agosta 70B subs

AFP
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marines, and they are also learnt to 
have asked the Chinese for eight Yuan 
class submarines. China has a fleet of 
55 conventional attack submarines, 
eight SSNs and five SSBNs. Another 
five Jin-class SSBNs are being built.

Against this, India has very little to 
show, or conceal. Against China’s 55 
conventional attack submarines, India 
has a fleet of just nine Russian Kilo and 
four German HDW submarines, most 
of which are more than a quarter cen-
tury old. The boats are so old that half 
of them are always in the repair or 
refit dock and three of them met with 
serious accidents in the last few years, 
leading even to the unceremonious 
exit of Navy chief D.K. Joshi.

Against China’s five SSBNs, India 
has none. India’s first SSBN, Arihant, 
is still undergoing sea trials, which 
are expected to be completed next 
year, after which the ship will join 
the Navy. Against China’s eight SSNs, 
India has one, INS Chakra, which has 
been leased from Russia for training 
and is not supposed to be deployed in 
an offensive role.

The Navy had been working on a 
plan, approved by the cabinet in 1999, 
to build a fleet of 12 conven-
tional submarines by 2012, 
which would replace the 
ageing Kilos and HDWs. 
This would be followed 
by another 12 conventional 
submarines by 2030, and to 
have three Arihant-class SSBNs 
for strategic deterrence. The French 
Scorpenes are being built as part of 
this plan, but they been delayed and 
there are no follow-ons.

Meanwhile, the existing fleet 
is getting depleted. The Kilo class 
INS Sindhukirti, sent for repairs to 
Visakhapatnam in 2006, has just 
been upgraded and will rejoin the 
Navy next month. “At any given time, 
we have at least half the fleet in the 
repair or refit dock,” said a submari-
ner. Two of the Kilo class submarines 
met with serious accidents in the last 
two years—the accident on the INS 
Sindhurakshak killed 18 and the one 
on the INS Sindhuratna killed two. 

Joshi quit soon after the Sindhuratna 
accident.

The crippling accidents, the long 
delay in refits and the quick pace at 
which adversaries are upgrading their 
fleet have now forced the Navy to ask 
for at least three nuclear-powered and 

armed SSBNs, six nuclear-powered 
but conventionally armed 

SSNs and 18 conventional 
diesel SSKs. 

“The SSBNs will help 
India create a strong sea-
based deterrent for second 

missile strike if China and 
Pakistan indulge in any nucle-

ar misadventure,” explained Vice 
Admiral A.K. Singh, who was one of 
the first officers to serve on India’s first 
leased nuclear submarine, Chakra, 
in the 1990s. “On the other hand, the 
SSNs will help the Indian Navy to 
deploy for tactical missions in faraway 

locations such as the South China Sea.”
As it is, Arihant’s follow-on ship, 

INS Aridhaman, is under construc-
tion at the ship-building centre in 
Visakhapatnam and is expected to be 
launched this year. It will take anoth-
er two or three years to join the navy, 
after sea trials and weapon trials. A 
third vessel, coded S-3 Plus and whose 
existence is still kept a secret, is learnt 
to be under construction.

Arihant and Aridhaman are learnt 
to be of 6,000 tonnes each and would 
be powered by a 83MW nuclear reac-
tors; S-3 Plus will be powered by a 
160MW reactor. So, will be two oth-
ers, codenamed S-4 and S-5. Arihant 
and Aridhaman will be armed with 
medium-range K-15 missiles, which 
can strike targets about 1,000km 

Against China’s five SSBNs, India has 
none. India’s first SSBN, Arihant, is still 
undergoing sea trials, which are expected 
to be completed next year.

#EditorSpeaks 
@TheWeekLive

Monday,  
4pm to 5pm

New spear: A Scorpene attack submarine 
built at the Mazagon Dock, Mumbai
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THERE IS an increasing feeling that 
China is not taking India’s concerns 
seriously and that it does not want 
to resolve issues between the two 
countries. China’s nonchalance is 
being attributed to its rapidly growing 
financial power, which is powering its 
rapid expansion and modernisation in 
all spheres. 

In an interaction with THE WEEK, 
People’s Liberation Army Navy’s senior 
strategist Zhang Wei said, “India should 
follow the policy of non-alignment.” 
Speaking through an interpreter, she 
did not seem pleased with the joint 
military exercises of India, the US and 
Japan. “It is not in India’s interest to 
form third-party military alliances with 
any country,” she said. Here’s looking at 
other issues:
BOUNDARY DISPUTE
Beijing recently turned down an Indian 
proposal to demarcate the disputed 
Line of Actual Control.
MILITARY AID TO PAKISTAN
Major Jiang Bin, who oversees China’s 
military ties with India and Pakistan 
and is an India expert in the PLA, dis-
missed the issue of heavy military aid to 
Islamabad. He said it was not aimed at 
India or any other country. “China and 
Pakistan are traditional partners, but 
one should know that these ties are not 
against India,” he said.

China, in recent years, has supplied 
Pakistan with long-range nuclear mis-
siles, warships and modern fighter 
aircraft. China has also agreed to pro-
vide eight diesel-electric submarines to 
the Pakistan Navy. On the other hand, 
China holds only basic joint military 

exercises with India. On a few occa-
sions, the warships of both sides have 
made port calls.

While speaking to a Indian media 
delegation, Jiang quipped that Pakistan 
occasionally complained to China that 
its military ties with India were grow-
ing very close. The journalists burst out 
laughing.
PAKISTAN-OCCUPIED KASHMIR
Huang Xilian, deputy director general, 
Asian affairs department, Chinese 
foreign ministry, ridiculed the allega-
tion that over 5,000 PLA troops were 
present in PoK. He said these days even 
private security guards wore military-
like uniforms and Chinese construction 
workers there could have been mis-
taken for troops.

“Our presence in PoK is only com-
mercial in nature, and it does not mean 
that we are supporting or rejecting any-
one’s claim on the area,” Huang assert-
ed. On the one hand, China opposes 
Indian presence in the South China Sea 
for oil exploration, and on the other 
hand it uses PoK to trade with Pakistan.
STRING OF PEARLS
The PLA Navy refuses to acknowledge 
its ‘string of pearls’ strategy, which is 
to gain access to strategic ports around 
India. “Our military strategy is defensive 
in nature and this can be seen in our 
military white paper also,” said Senior 
Captain Wei Xiandong, chief of staff of 
the PLA Navy’s Shanghai Garrison. “I do 
not think it is possible for China to have 
a string of pearls kind of policy.” Under 
the ‘string of pearls’ strategy, China has 
built ports in Myanmar, Pakistan, Sri 
Lanka and Bangladesh.

Concerned India, 
dismissive China

away. S-3 Plus and the rest would have 
K-4 missiles with a striking range of 
3,000km, thus bringing most Chinese 
cities within their range.

Indeed, the Chinese submarine-
launched missiles have ranges up 
to 8,000km, but that does not worry 
India’s flag officers. “Those are their 
deterrence against the US, and we are 
not bothered,” said an officer. “Each 
navy develops its weapons with capa-
bilities that meet its requirement. 
Since our submarines will be able to 
strike anywhere in China with mis-
siles of 3,000km range, we are not 
bothered about comparisons.”

The worry is not about range of the 
weaponry or capability or endurance 
of the vessels. The worry is about the 
long gestation period that ship-build-
ing programmes involve. There is still 
no finality on how and where these 
boats will be built, and how long they 
will take.

With nearly half a dozen nucle-
ar submarines being planned to be 
launched in the next 10-15 years, train-
ing the crew is a major concern. The 
Russian Chakra has been taken on 
lease essentially to train the crew in 
nuclear submarine operation, but now 
the Navy feels that it needs one more 
boat to train the crew. Prime Minister 

Narendra Modi has asked Russian 
President Vladimir Putin to lend one 
more ‘training’ nuclear sub, which is 
expected to arrive by 2018.

According to the naval brass, India 
would need a fleet of at least 11 nuclear 
submarines (both SSBNs and SSNs). 
“Submarines are primarily designed 

VISHNU V. NAIR

for sea denial missions,” Admiral 
Dhowan told THE WEEK. “They 
are also typically employed for a vast 
spectrum of other tasks ranging from 
defensive to offensive missions. In 
addition, strategic submarines provide 
a significant deterrence capability.”
WITH R. PRASANNAN/Delhi
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Chinese checkmate

Even before the ink had 
dried on the joint statement 
that followed the meeting 

between Prime Ministers Narendra 
Modi and Nawaz Sharif—apparently 
at Modi’s initiative—at Ufa in Russia, 
Sharif came in for huge criticism at 
home, since the ‘K’ word was miss-
ing from the statement. And when 
Pakistan’s army, a perennial spoil-
sport, opened fire along the Line of 
Control, it was yesterday once again. 

Any hopes that Modi has of nailing 
the masterminds of the 26/11 attacks, 
Hafi z Saeed and Zakiur Rahman 
Lakhvi, are delusional. They enjoy 
the patronage of the Pakistan army, 
which benefi ts from Indo-Pak ten-
sions. It is the army, not politicians, 
that calls the shots in Pakistan. Hav-
ing used the US for all it was worth, 
Pakistan’s military brass hats have 
now decided to use China to counter 
Indian pressure.

Only weeks before the Modi-
Sharif meeting, China had blocked an 
Indian initiative at the UN to exert 
pressure on Pakistan for harbouring 
and funding terrorist groups like the 
banned Lashkar-e-Taiba. Under UN 
resolution 1267 (of 1999), countries 
could face sanctions for doing so. But 
even though there is overwhelming 
evidence that the LeT, led by Saeed 
and Lakhvi, continues its anti-India 
terror activities from Pakistan, China 
as a UN Security Council member 
has blocked India’s move, ‘for want 
of more evidence’, despite the US 
having declared the LeT as a terrorist 
outfi t and placed a bounty on the 
heads of Saeed and Lakhvi. 

India will come up increasingly 

against China’s support for Pakistan 
and its anti-India initiatives. China's 
purpose is to strengthen Pakistan as 
a military counterweight to India, 
so that India cannot shed itself the 
distraction of Pakistan and contest 
China's growing clout in Asia.

Another example is the Chinese 
support for Pakistan’s nuclear 
programme, and its fl outing of all 
nonproliferation norms, which has 
led observers to term Pakistan's 
nuclear programme as ‘China's 
nuclear programme in Pakistan’. 
Beijing’s support at every stage of 
Pakistan's bomb-making process has 
been confi rmed by A.Q. Khan, the 
kingpin of Pakistan's nuclear initia-
tive. Despite the well documented 
evidence, China continues to deny 
the charges and it will get away with 
it because of its P5 status at the UN 
and its economic clout. China has in 

the last few years become Pakistan's 
largest weapons supplier. Thus, de-
spite the huge investments that the 
US has made in Pakistan, it is now 
Beijing that wields serious infl uence 
over this Islamic state.

Moreover, Beijing’s promise of a 
$46 billion investment in Pakistan, to 
build an economic corridor that will 
run from Kashgar in north Jammu 
and Kashmir through Pakistan to the 
port of Gwadar near Karachi, will 
be a shot in the arm for Pakistan’s 
economy. But this comes at a price. 
Pakistan has handed the Gwadar port 
over to China for its exclusive use, 
which will have two implications for 
India. First, the physical presence of 
Chinese soldiers and workers in the 
northern parts of Pakistan occupied 
Kashmir makes China an active party 
to the Kashmir dispute, for a second 
time over. In the 1960s, the Pakistanis 
had illegally ceded the Shaksgam 
valley to the Chinese, following the 
Chinese occupation of Aksai Chin 
after the 1962 confl ict. Second, 
through its hold on the Gwadar port, 
China will not only ensure that it 
has an alternate route for its energy 
supplies from the Gulf region as 
against the currently vulnerable sea 
route via the Strait of Malacca, which 
India could block in the event of a 
military standoff. But from Gwadar, 
China could pose a direct maritime 
threat to India. In short, any future 
calculations that New Delhi makes in 
dealing with Pakistan must now fac-
tor in what Beijing could do to upset 
India’s plans.
Maroof Raza is a strategic affairs 
commentator. www.maroofraza.com

BHASKARAN
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Flop show: Kalanithi Maran

Cloudy days
Caught in a legal tangle, the Marans are left with few 
options to save the Sun media empire   

BY LAKSHMI SUBRAMANIAN

When Deccan Chargers, 
the Hyderabad fran-
chise of the Indian 
Premier League, was 

terminated and a new bid for the slot 
was floated in 2012, it took Kalanithi 
Maran only a few hours to prepare the 
papers and the money to buy it. When 
the United Progressive Alliance gov-
ernment revised the cap on television 
advertisements to 10 minutes from 
20 minutes, Maran's Sun TV did not 
even take a day to increase the ad 
rates from 030,000 for 10 seconds to 
a whopping 02 lakh. In January this 
year, he did not think twice to offload 
his crisis-ridden airline SpiceJet.

Quick and bold decisions made 
Maran what he is. Political patronage, 
of course, helped, but that does not 
take anything away from his business 
acumen. His TV channels dominated 
south India for almost two decades. 
He diversified Sun from a publishing 
house to business behemoth. And, his 
companies survived many a political 
storm during that period. 

Maran's empire, however, is facing 
the biggest crisis in its history. Sun 
Network’s shares fell to 0256 on July 
22, a 52-week low. Its market capi-
talisation eroded by 37 per cent in the 
past one year to 010,181 crore. And 
investors do not see anything positive. 
“There is no reason to buy a troubled 
company,” said Chennai-based stock 

market investor Kishore Kumar.
This is a reflection of Sun's troubles 

elsewhere. Both the AIADMK gov-
ernment in Tamil Nadu and the NDA 
government at the Centre are hostile 
to Maran. The home ministry's denial 
of security clearance to Sun to take 
part in the third phase of FM bid-
ding clearly indicated an attempt to 
muffle the group. The ministry cited 
the ongoing CBI investigation against 
Maran and his brother, former Union 
minister Dayanidhi, and the two 
cases against them—one regarding 
charges of money laundering in a 
deal between the telecom compa-
nies Aircel and Maxis, and the other 
about installing an illegal telephone 
exchange for personal use. 

As whispered in the power corridors 
in Delhi, the denial of security clear-
ance had something to do with the 
differences between Home Minister 
Rajnath Singh and Finance Minister 
Arun Jaitley, who has a soft corner 
for the Marans. “There are several TV 
and FM radio companies, including 

 
◗ The Marans have been named 

in the CBI charge sheet of a 
money-laundering case, which says 
the Malaysia-based businessman 
Ananda Krishnan's 0600 crore invest-
ment in Sun DTH was quid pro quo for 
the brothers clinching the Aircel-Maxis 
deal for him

◗ Kalanithi Maran and SpiceJet have been 
summoned by a Delhi court for alleged 
tax evasion and failure to deposit TDS

◗ The CBI has sought cancellation of the 
anticipatory bail given to Dayanidhi 
Maran in the illegal telephone 
exchange case

◗ The Enforcement Directorate attached 
properties and shares of Sun TV worth 
0742.58 crore, which included the 
eleven-storey Murasoli Maran Towers 
in Chennai, its headquarters

IN HOT WATER

R.S. KUMAR
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some controlled by large business con-
glomerates which among them have 
pending cases involving 2G spectrum, 
corporate espionage at the ministry of 
petroleum, corruption involving dis-
proportionate assets and extortions. 
The security clearances for these 
companies have not been revoked,” 
said Maran in a letter to Rajnath on 
June 20. “More importantly the mat-
ter involving Sun Direct [Sun's DTH 
service] is at a very preliminary stage 
with charges yet to be framed.”

Sun Network CEO K. Shanmugam 
wrote to Rajnath the same day to 
elaborate on Maran’s reference to 
Anil Ambani’s Reliance Broadcast 
Network, which runs Big TV and Big 
FM. He is said to have pointed out 
details of cases where ADAG officials 
have been booked. 

On the legal front, Sun has filed 
six writ petitions —three each by the 
company and its shareholders—in the 
Madras High Court, seeking immedi-
ate stay on the I&B ministry’s July 15 
order and permission to resubmit its 
application to participate in the third 
phase of FM auction. Sun Network 
runs 48 radio stations, managed by five 
group companies.

There are bigger problems round 
the corner for Maran. The licences of 

33 television channels run by the group 
will be up for renewal in December. 
These are the group's cash cows and 
any delay in renewing the licences will 
hit its revenues.   

Also, Sun Network no longer enjoys 
the formidable market share it once 
had in south India. Though the flag-
ship Tamil channel Sun TV still com-
mands a market share close to 60 per 
cent, Gemini TV (Telugu), Udaya TV 
(Kannada) and Surya TV (Malayalam) 
have ceded ground to competitors. 

The legal troubles seem to be drain-
ing Sun. Last year, the Madras High 
Court, while setting aside an order 
against security clearance to Sun-
owned Kal Cables, asked why the same 
yardstick was not applied to Sun's TV 
channels. Kalanithi Maran has been 
named in the CBI charge sheet in a 
money-laundering case, which accus-
es that the Malaysia-based business-
man Ananda Krishnan's 0600 crore 
investment in Sun DTH was quid 
pro quo for the Marans' clinching the 
Aircel-Maxis deal for him. Maran has 
also been summoned by a Delhi court 
for alleged tax evasion and failure to 
deposit TDS. The CBI has sought can-
cellation of the anticipatory bail given 
to Dayanidhi Maran in the illegal tele-
phone exchange case. 

Dealing another big blow, the 
Enforcement Directorate attached 
properties and shares of Sun TV 
worth 0742.58 crore, which included 
the eleven-storey Murasoli Maran 
Towers in Chennai, its headquarters. 
The entire top floor of the building 
was Maran's office, where he used 
to monitor what was broadcast on his 
33 channels.

Sun's troubles started in 2011, 
when the AIADMK came to power 
in Tamil Nadu and Chief Minister J. 
Jayalalithaa revived the state-owned 
Arasu Cable TV. It now controls more 
than 72 per cent of the cable TV mar-
ket in Tamil Nadu. Then came the 
arrest of Maran’s right-hand man W. 
Hansraj Saxena, former deputy man-
aging director of Sun Pictures. There 
are allegations that the cases against 
the group and the Marans are expedit-
ed by the Centre to keep Jayalalithaa 
in good humour.

Maran is not willing to go down 
without a fight. Though handicapped 
by the DMK's waning clout, he is 
quickly manoeuvring things in Tamil 
Nadu. Many political parties, fringe 
groups and journalist associations in 
the state have now started talking in 
his favour. They are, however, unlike-
ly to fix his problems. ●

TOUGH BUSINESS
 ◗ The home ministry has denied 

security clearance to Sun to 
take part in the third phase of 
FM bidding

◗ The licences of  33 televi-
sion channels run by the 
group will be up for renewal 
in December. Any delay in 
renewing the licences will hit 
the revenues  

◗ Revival of the state-owned 
Arasu Cable TV broke Sun's 
dominance in Tamil Nadu. 
Now Arasu controls about 
72 per cent of the cable TV 
market in the state 

THE SUN EMPIRE
◗ TV channels: 33, including Sun 

TV, Gemini TV and Udaya TV    
◗ Radio stations: 48, which is 

India's biggest network 
◗ Direct to home: Sun DTH, 

which has more than a crore 
subscribers

◗ Cable TV network: Kal Cables 
◗ Movies: Sun Pictures

Market 
capitalisation:
010,181 crore; 

eroded 37 per cent 
in a year

 02,175 
crore

01,872 
crore
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           2012-13

INCOME

0716 
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DeTour ■ Shobhaa De

I am a total sucker for 
Mediterranean cruises. Like the 
Azamara one I was on recently. 

This was my first time with Azamara 
and I wasn’t sure what to expect. 
But there was one thing I definitely 
knew I could take for granted — 
meeting friendly kitchen staff from 
India. The best cruise ships in the 
world grab our hardworking, tal-
ented boys and girls. This cruise 
was no different. The moment we 
walked into the dining area, we 
were enthusiastically greeted in 
Bengali, Punjabi, Marathi, Hindi and 
Konkani! At least 15 top class profes-
sionals turned up to say “Hello!” and 
welcome us with genuine warmth.

It was during one of these daily 
chats that we got to know about 
the life of a particularly engaging 
sous-chef from Kolkata. His life has 
dramatically changed after signing 
up with this American company.

And this is his remarkable story: 
He started off with nothing in his 
bank balance. He was a good cook. 
And that was it. The fourth son of 
lower middle class parents, with 
two older sisters, he was expected 
to get a lowly job close to home, and 
contribute to the family’s modest 
kitty. Instead, he made the big leap 
and took up a job on a cruise ship. 
He was prepared for the long hours 
(from ten to twelve, seven days a 
week). But the package was attrac-
tive and best of all, it was tax free! 
Soon, he had saved up enough to 
buy a shop for his brothers to run. 
Everything he earned was pooled 
into a common kitty which he alone 
administered. His wife and children 
were given an allowance like every-

Cruising off to prosperity
one else. The two sisters were mar-
ried off and the business (readymade 
garments, accessories) grew and 
grew. The best part of this remark-
able story was the undisguised pride 
in his voice when he said his family 
(of 26 members) lives together un-
der the same roof even to this day. 
They eat all their meals together, 
celebrate festivals together and 
share their lives in a deeply mean-
ingful way. “ This is our strength! ” 
he boasted. How true.

That one shop has since grown 
into a cluster of nine shops. He 
now owns the building in which 
the shops occupy the entire ground 
fl oor. And yes, he is the boss. Of the 
business and the family. No confl icts 
with the three older brothers or 
their families.

His personal vision remains crys-
tal clear. He has put down money 
(nearly 180 lakh), for a new building 
in which there will be four fl ats per 
fl oor for rent. He is going to reserve 
two for his children as and when 
they grow up. “This is my retirement 
plan,” he said with a laugh. For now, 
he is happy to run a huge kitchen 

on a foreign ship, and supervise 
an international staff of over 200 
people, slaving round the clock to 
serve the most delicious multi-cui-
sine meals and snacks to discerning 
passengers. To all appearances, this 
particular international crew func-
tions far more harmoniously than 
the United Nations.

Like him, we met several other 
staffers—boys from the catering col-
lege in Mumbai, a superlative pastry 
chef, also from Mumbai (who had 
to fi ght her conservative Muslim 
family to join a foreign cruise 
liner), a Punjabi munda who served 
us butter chicken and naan with 
great pride, and another Bengali 
chef, who produced a scrumptious 
paella! Did these wonderful people 
miss home? Yes and no. In this job, 
you get two months off after every 
four you put in. They meet their 
loved ones often enough not to feel 
isolated.

On our last night, as we regretful-
ly left Mykonos behind, we bonded 
with our friends over a last drink on 
the deck. They had a special treat 
lined up for us—a mini-Bengali 
feast! Even though we had spent 
just eight days together, we had 
tears in our eyes as we said ‘good-
bye’ . We were fl ying home the next 
morning; while they were preparing 
to greet 650 strangers who would 
be embarking at Piraeus and setting 
sail within a few hours. That’s life 
on the high seas... We were the pro-
verbial ships passing each other in 
the night, meeting fellow travellers, 
exchanging emotional stories about 
our lives... and sailing on….
www.shobhaade.blogspot.com  

BHASKARAN
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Banking 
on fertility
With infertility on the rise, egg donation 
is now a thriving business in India

BY LAKSHMI SUBRAMANIAN

Clad in a dark blue night-
gown, Gayathri Rajan, 35, 
is all smiles. Leaning on 
a wall in one of the most 

crowded in vitro fertilisation centres 
in Chennai, she holds her newborn, 
wrapped in a thick, warm cloth, ten-
derly in her arms. Her face lights up 
as a young woman in a beige colour 
salwar walks into the narrow waiting 
room. Gayathri bows down to touch 
her feet. Her husband, Rajan, 40, says, 
“It was all made possible by you. You 
are our God.” The soft-spoken young 
woman, says, “I did what I could as 
a doctor. The rest is all your effort 
and the belief you had in God and my 
treatment.”

The long wait for a child is over for 
Gayathri.

As the doctor enters the next 
room, she is greeted by a frail Shanthi 
Sugumar, 29—hands folded and tears 
rolling down her cheeks. “You have 
helped me earn for my son’s educa-
tion,” she tells the doctor.

Both Gayathri and Shanthi are ben-
eficiaries. Gayathri, who was having 
trouble conceiving because of ovar-
ian depletion, is now a mother of a 
girl, thanks to Shanthi, an egg donor. 
Though Gayathri is curious to know 
who the donor is, Shanthi is not 
bothered about the intended parent. 
For her, the egg donation was just a 
source of income that will help sup-
port her family and her son's dream. 
“My son wants to join the Air Force. 
He is in class three now. I will have 

to make him learn Hindi and English 
and spend money for his education,” 
she says. Though she had inhibitions 
the first time she walked into the cen-
tre with her husband, who is a driver, 
Shanthi is now planning for another 
donation next month. She came to 
know about egg donation through her 
neighbour, who is an agent. “It is just 
like donating blood,” she says. Shanthi 
received 025,000 for the egg extrac-
tion; she will get the same amount for 
the next one, too. After the second egg 
extraction, she would serve as a sur-
rogate for a foreign couple. A contract 
has already been signed, and she will 
be paid 03 lakh for it.

Shanthi is now one of the richest 
women in her village near the tem-
ple town of Tiruvannamalai, 300km 
south of Chennai. She had who ear-
lier worked with an NGO for creating 
awareness about cervical cancer and 
sex education. She now tells women 
in her village about egg donation and 
how it pays her good money.

With infertility on the rise, egg 
donation, next to surrogacy, is now a 
thriving business in India. According 
to www.surrogatefinder.com, 5,300 
women have registered with various 
IVF centres for egg donation across 
the country. The registration for egg 
donors, surrogates and intended par-
ents crosses 5,000 at any given point 
of time on the site. By 2050, according 
to a WHO report, 20 to 40 per cent of 
women across the globe may not have 
any ovarian reserve at all to bear a child 
and will have to go for IVF treatments. 
Though most women have regular 
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Egg donation became a hot topic 
when tech giants like Apple and 
Facebook offered to pay for egg-
freezing procedures of their female 
employees. “We continue to expand 
our benefits for women, with a new 
extended maternity leave policy, 
along with cryopreservation and egg 
storage as part of our extensive sup-
port for infertility treatments,” reads 
a statement from Apple. Though the 
culture is yet to pick up in India, there 
are many egg donors coming forward, 
especially from poor socioeconomic 
backgrounds. Drishtiben, 27, from 
Ahmedabad has been married for 
eight years and has a ten-year-old 
daughter and a six-year-old son. She 
came to know about egg donation 
from an agent and has donated eggs 
four times in the last one year. “I need 
the money for my kids’ education. The 
income from my husband’s job as an 
auto rickshaw driver is not enough,” 
she says. “Egg donation is a good way 
since both our needs are met. We get 
money and we also help someone 
to conceive.” Trupti Navsar, 31, also 
decided to donate eggs to meet her 
family's expenses. Her husband works 
in the garment industry and earns only 
05,000 a month. She has donated eggs 
thrice at the Bavishi Fertility Institute 
in Ahmedabad, and has received 
030,000 each time. “Everyone in my 
family knows that I have donated eggs, 
even my husband and my in-laws,” she 
says.

In Chennai, each of the more than 
150 registered IVF centres has at least 
50 registrations in a month for egg 
donation. The IVF centres in Chennai 
select only married women, who are in 
the age group of 25-35 years and have 
a child, for donating eggs, as fertility is 
guaranteed.

The donor is screened for every 
other ailment, at least three to four 
months prior to the treatment. A thor-
ough evaluation of the donor’s genetic 
history is followed by regular monitor-
ing by the IVF centre. “We monitor 
them continuously as they should not 
catch any infection or should not end 
up with ovarian hyper-stimulation 

Egg plant
● Egg donation 

is a process by which 
a woman donates her eggs 
to an infertile woman, who 
later carries the child and 

gives birth.

● A woman may have to borrow eggs because of 
premature ovarian failure—early onset of menopause, 
diminished ovarian reserve—low quality of ovaries owing 
to age, genetically transmitted diseases that could be 
passed on to the child or a previous history of an in vitro 
fertilisation failure.

● There are several tests that help predict whether a wom-
an may have a faster biological clock. One among them 
is the Anti-Müllerian Hormone test, which helps estimate 
a woman's ovarian reserve by measuring the number of 
follicles developing in the ovary at a particular time.

● Women with less than 0.19 anti-Müllerian hormone level, 
say doctors, cannot respond to any treatment and will 
have to go for artifi cial pregnancy, either freezing eggs 
when young (below 30 years) or borrowing frozen eggs.

● An egg donor is selected after a series of tests that check 
for infections and genetic disorders. Physical aspects like 
colour of skin, hair and eyes also come into play while 
choosing an egg donor.

● A few days later, the embryo or embryos are implanted 
in the recipient's uterus. She will continue to take 
hormones for about ten weeks afterward.

● The IVF process is complicated, and should not be the 
fi rst option for a childless couple. The intended parent 
might have to spend around 01.50 lakh for borrowing 
eggs and then go for IVF, which will again be expen-
sive. In India, no health insurance policy covers such 
assisted reproductive treatment procedures.
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according to a WHO 

report, 20 per cent to 40 
per cent of women across 

the globe may not 
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● Eggs or embryos are stored in liquid nitrogen at 
-196°C, a temperature at which no metabolic activity 
takes place. Eggs are diffi cult to extract, and the 
possibility of damage is high.
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● The procedure 
involves both the 

donor and the recipient 
undergoing hormone 

treatments to synchronise their 
cycles. Once the donor is 

ready, the eggs are retrieved 
and then fertilised.
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menstrual cycles and look healthy, 
about 10 per cent of women lose fer-
tility sooner than expected, says the 
report. The ovarian reserve among 
women even below 30 years is very 
low in India, say gynaecologists.

“India has the highest number of 
egg and sperm donors. It [egg dona-

tion] is one of the methods to achieve 
pregnancy artificially,” says fertil-
ity specialist Dr Priya Selvaraj of GG 
Hospital in Chennai. “There is noth-
ing wrong in donating eggs. But at our 
hospital, we ensure that the donor is 
healthy, fertile and she doesn’t go for 
egg donation more than twice.”
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There 
are some 
clinics 
that over-
do stimu-

lation of the ovaries 
so as to retrieve as 
many eggs as possible 
and share those eggs 
between couples.
Dr Duru Shah, director, Gynaecworld

syndrome because of the hormone 
injections to strengthen the ovary,” 
says Dr S. Samundi Sankari of Srusthi 
Fertility Centre in Chennai. A woman 
can donate eggs twice; she is allowed 
a third donation only if she is healthy 
and young. The donors are categorised 
based on their height, weight and skin 
colour. A young, healthy and fair-
skinned donor can earn up to 03 lakh 
in Chennai.

But the risk associated with egg 
donation is high. One, the donor might 
even die because of hyper-stimulation. 
Two, all eggs may not be fertile. “There 
are some clinics that overdo stimu-
lation of the ovaries so as to retrieve 
as many eggs as possible and share 
those eggs between couples,” says Dr 
Duru Shah, gynaecologist and direc-
tor of Gynaecworld, Mumbai. “The 
side-effects of such hyper-stimulation 
include distended ovaries and filling 
of fluid in the abdominal cavity, which 
may require hospitalisation and some-
times care in an ICU.”

Also, there have been instances 
where donors have been cheated by 
touts and agents. “The agent promised 
025,000 when I first came in for egg 
donation. But I got only 010,000,” says 
Jothi Govindaraj, 31, who has donated 
eggs twice and served as a surrogate 
once. A domestic help, Jothi’s only 
source of income to support her three 

children is egg donation and surro-
gacy, as her husband left her six years 
ago. Later, Jothi got in touch with 
Kathiravan Venkatachalam, who runs 
the NGO Start India (Support Service 
for Third Party Assisted Reproductive 
Technologies).

The NGO links donors, surrogates, 
intended parents and the IVF cen-
tres in Chennai. “I look for genuine 
donors and intended parents. This 
is only to help childless couples,” 
says Venkatachalam. He wants to set 
up an egg bank but is waiting for the 
Assisted Reproductive Technology 
(Regulation) Bill, 2010, to become an 
act and clear the grey areas with regard 

to egg donation. “We are not following 
the ICMR [Indian Council of Medical 
Research] guidelines, which doesn’t 
lay down any strict rules. Once the 
ART bill gives clear rules on the thriv-
ing areas of infertility treatment, things 
will be smooth in India,” he says.

With the number of IVF centres 
going up, there is a dire need for a 
stringent act, say fertility experts. 
For instance, women above the age 
of 21 years are allowed to be donors, 
according to the ICMR guidelines. 
However, this means college girls or 
young girls, who do not fully under-
stand the risks of the procedure, seek 
egg donation as an option for better 
earning towards a better lifestyle. 
“They do not understand that egg 
donation may affect their own fer-
tility due to various reasons in the 
future,” says Shah of Gynaecworld. 
“I feel that the minimum age of egg 
donors should be increased from 21 
years to 25 years because these young 
girls would then be mature enough to 
make a well-informed choice, so that 
they themselves do not have to go for 
IVF in the process of assisting others 
to have babies.”

Also, there have been instances of 
malpractice and negligence, such as 
10 to 31 eggs being extracted at one 
go at IVF centres. In the US and the 
UK, if the donor produces more than 
20 eggs in a cycle and if found to have 
excess hormone levels, the cycle has 
to be cancelled. But in India, these 
rules are not followed and this is how 
two deaths in Delhi and Mumbai 
were reported in the last two years. 
“The ART bill will bring clarity on 
many issues and also the stigma that 
this industry is unregulated will go 
away,” says Dr Himanshu Bavishi 
of Bavishi Fertility Institute. “When 
the guidelines become law, everyone 
practises ethically, and malpractices 
are curbed.” 
Some names have been changed.
WITH SWAGATA YADAVAR

Money matters: Shanthi Sugumar 
became an egg donor to support her 
son's dream of joining the Air Force

LAKSHMI SUBRAMANIAN
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Breaking the mould
3D printing ushers in revolutionary changes in designing and manufacturing 

BY ABHINAV SINGH

If you want to get something 
3D printed, what would it be? 
A case for your phone? A self-
designed keychain? Or a replica 

of a childhood toy?
According to Nitin Gandhi, co-

founder of the 3D printing manufac-
turing company LBD Makers, a pop-
ular choice among his customers is 
their own faces. They want him to get 
their faces scanned and make a plastic 
prototype—around ten centimetres in 
size. The perfection of the 3D-printed 
replicas beats the best of wax figurines. 
He gets requests also for customised 
phone cases and key rings.

3D printing, or additive manufactur-
ing, is the process of making a three-
dimensional solid object from a digital 
model. It involves laying down suc-
cessive layers of material to physically 
form the required object. Its appli-
cations are numerous—from mak-
ing prostheses to automobile parts. 
Arvind Nadig, founder of Brahma3, 
said he was amazed by the 3D printed 
prosthetic hand for a child made by his 
company's 3D printer. The hand was 
flexible and had motor control. “The 
initiative is driven by Brahma3 print-
ers along with a network of students 
from engineering colleges and doc-
tors. We look to provide affordable 
solutions through an open-source 
community and NGO-funded initia-
tives,” said Nadig. 

The 3D printing technology has 
been transforming itself with its var-
ied applications, and is fast becoming 
an integral part of manufacturing busi-
ness, which is striving to reduce the 
time taken by a product to hit the mar-
ket. The technology is expected to go 
mainstream soon and expand to small 
and medium businesses in the near 

future. In India, the 3D printer mar-
ket is projected to be around  $79 mil-
lion by 2021. While the market is esti-
mated to grow more than 31 per cent a 
year, India is expected to grow faster 
owing to the current low adoption.

Stratasys, world's largest manu-
facturer of 3D printing solutions, 
recently set up an experience centre in 
Bengaluru. “The printer takes time to 
warm up and the finished object some-
times takes a few hours to develop. It 
all depends on the size of the proto-
type. The larger the size, the more time 
it takes. However, 3D printing brings 
in that perfect accuracy and also cuts 

down time of manufacturing,” said 
Rajiv Bajaj, general manager (India), 
Stratasys AP Ltd. 

India is yet to experience the ben-
efits of 3D printing on a large scale. 
And, Stratasys wants to change that. 
“We have been talking to many medi-
cal institutes in India and showing 
them the benefits of 3D printing. For 
instance, 3D printed arteries can diag-
nose and treat diseases, multi-material 
colour 3D printing enables bio-texture 
modelling of internal organs. 3D print-
ing has helped in determining treat-
ment protocols for cranial and facial 
patients. Hong Kong Polytechnic 
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What is 3D printing?

3D printing, or additive 

manufacturing, is the 

process of making a 

three-dimensional solid 

object from a digital 

model. It involves laying 

down successive layers 

of material to physically 

form the required object. 

How much do the 

printers cost?
Stratasys, world's 

largest provider of 3D 

printing solutions, 

sells units that cost 

around $5,000. 
Indian-made Brahma3 

machines cost 1.5 

lakh to 2.5 lakh

What is the hype about?

Its applications are numerous—from 

creating machine parts to  determining 

treatment protocols. The most 

important ones are:

Making prostheses

Diagnosing and tre
ating diseases  

    w
ith 3D-printed arteries 

Bio-texture modelling of internal 

    o
rgans

Determining tre
atment protocols for 

    c
ranial and facial patients

Making automobiles and airplane 

    p
arts

Making inexpensive prototypes

University is using 3D printing tech-
nology to improve eye orbital implant 
surgery,” said Bajaj. 

In India, Gas Turbine Research 
Establishment, a research and devel-
opment organisation under the minis-
try of defence, used 3D printing tech-
nology from Stratasys to cut down the 
time to make a prototype of the Kaveri 
jet engine from one year to around six 
weeks. Recently, the Good Shepherd 
International School in Ooty in Tamil 
Nadu installed a 3D printer in an 

attempt to give students a first-hand 
experience of creating prototypes. 

The homegrown Brahma3, which 
was founded in 2013, has developed 
and manufactured all its printers in 
India. “The process of 3D printing 
involves critical elements of design, 
technology integration, and adapta-
tion to legacy processes and different 
printing materials. We have custom-
ers in the field of architecture, educa-
tion, prosthetic, medicine and prod-
uct design,” said Nadig. The company 
offers 3D printers, design support, 
embedded systems solutions, con-
ceptualisation and deployment. “We 
work with our customers to guide 
them from legacy processes to migrate 
into the world of 3D printing,” he said.

LBD Makers' Gandhi said many of 
his customers manufactured portable 
mobile chargers. His company pro-
vides 3D printing and scanning ser-
vices to some customers. “We create 
3D printers for innovative industries, 
creative students and hobbyists. We 
also provide rapid prototyping servic-
es and have expertise in 3D designing 
and prototyping,” he said. 

Most Indian 3D printer manufactur-
ers have priced their products keeping 
small manufacturers and middle-class 
consumers in mind. LBD Makers have 
printers that start from 040,000 and 
go up to 01.2 lakh, whereas printers 
from Brahma3 start from 01.5 lakh. On 
the other hand, Stratasys printers start 
at $5,000 (around 03 lakh) a unit. ●

3D printing involves critical elements 
of design, technology integration, 
and adaptation to legacy processes.
Arvind Nadig, founder of Brahma3 

BHANU PRAKASH CHANDRA



Understated brilliance
Sophisticated motorists will love Mercedes-Benz E400 Cabriolet

BY RACHNA TYAGI

If you have deep pockets, and are 
looking to buy something taste-
ful and individualistic that is in 
a class of its own, here is what 

you should consider: the Mercedes-
Benz E400 Cabriolet. Of course, you 
have to be rich enough to have other 
cars in your garage, because this is 
more of a night car, meant to be taken 
to one of those tuxedo parties. But, 
if you are searching for something 
regal, then owning this old-fashioned 
muscle is bound to bring you great joy 
for years to come. 

I recently spent a day with this 
two-door, four-seat, open-air cruiser, 

and came away suitably impressed. 
First things first: the Mercedes E400 
Cabriolet does not scream opulence, 
nor do the words ‘sexy’ or ‘stylish’ 
define it. If you want something flashy, 
get yourself a Ferrari. 

The E400 Cabriolet is all about 
understated beauty and quiet ele-
gance. It lets people know, at first 
glance, about the kind of life you 
have grown up enjoying. Simply put, 
this car is majestic and has oodles 
of composure. 

On the outside, you will notice its 
rather introverted styling, which is 
evident in the way fenders and doors 
have been designed. Out front, it 
exhibits a stunningly sculpted design, 

with a single louvre radiator grille that 
has the Mercedes-Benz star set within 
it. The LED intelligent light system 
also blends in with the design. 

The car I drove came with an aes-
thetically pleasing, electric-powered, 
chocolate-brown soft-top. (It is also 
available in red, black and blue.) As 
the windows rolled up, I found myself 
cocooned in its rich interiors. I had 
fun lowering and raising the fabric 
roof with the mere pressing of a but-
ton, which is located inside a beautiful 
leather compartment. While the soft-
top was conspicuous, it was also quiet, 
as the boot opened and it folded and 
settled inside.

But, thinking on the practical side, 
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I must admit that I kept wondering 
if the soft-top mechanism would fail, 
leaving me with a dysfunctional hood 
and turning the car into an open invi-
tation to not just the rain gods, but also 
rodents in the car park. Also, the open 
car made me wary of beggars at every 
traffic signal.

Inside, I found myself lounging 
in premium leather upholstery. The 
car’s seemingly large dashboard had 
a decently sized glove compartment, 
but it was useless trying to keep any-
thing atop it. But its nappa leather fin-

ish with contrast stitching spelt class. 
So did the unique, two-tone colour 
scheme inside the car. Access to the 
rear seats, which were sporty, indi-
vidual seats, was easy, unlike it can 
sometimes be in coupes. The seats also 
had great thigh and lumbar support. 

The car’s COMAND Online info-
tainment system boasted cloud-based 
MB Apps, which lets you log on to 
Facebook and other social network-
ing sites and perform many more 
internet related tasks from the com-
fort of your dash. A very elegant watch 

with the Mercedes-Benz logo on the 
dial ticked dutifully, as a 14-speaker 
Harman Kardon system tricked me 
into believing that Sting was perform-
ing live for me. 

The Mercedes E400 Cabriolet is a 
thirsty car, thanks to the 2,996cc, V6 
petrol engine (and a 7G-Tronic Plus 
transmission) that powers it. The max-
imum engine output is 333hp@5,250-
6,000rpm and the max torque is 
480Nm@1,600-4,000 rpm. The pow-
er delivery is smooth and linear, and 
the car is redlined at 6,200rpm. The 
stalks are sturdy and unobtrusive, 
and the white sporty dials are non-
distracting and easy to read. 

The Mercedes E400 Cabriolet rides 
on 235/45 R17 tyres. Perhaps, it was 
the reason why we did not have to 
worry about the ride quality, which 
was sturdy and smooth throughout. 
The car is so surefooted that, even as 
it tackled corners at 130kmph, I did not 
feel the slightest anxiety. The E400 
Cabriolet’s body, made of high-tensile 
steel, is designed to provide optimum 
safety. Considering that the car comes 
with nine airbags and features such as 
Attention Assist, you know safety is 
not an issue with this Mercedes model. 

But, here in India, you will have to 
worry about one thing: the low ground 
clearance of the car. Slam the brakes 
too hard on spotting a speed-break-
er, and you are bound to scrape the 
underbelly of the car. And, for some 
reason, the car I drove felt quite slug-
gish initially—I had to use all my might 
on the right foot to take the car from 
zero to 100kmph.

But, remarkably, once you are inside 
the car, the noise of the wind and the 
road do not really bother you, thanks to 
the deflector that rises from the wind-
shield frame after you hit 40kmph. It 
helps keep wind noise out, even when 
the hood is down. 

So, if you are driven by the ‘need for 
speed’ feeling, do yourself a favour: go 
get yourself the Mercedes-Benz E400 
Cabriolet, and enjoy stylish motoring 
for years. And oh, before you hit the 
road, do not forget that Hermes heads-
carf for your locks! ●

Kerb weight: 1,845kg 
Acceleration from 0-100: 5.3 seconds 
Fuel tank capacity: 66 litres
Turning diameter: 11.15m 
Price: 078.5 lakh (ex-showroom, Delhi)
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JULY 28 - AUGUST 3

Aries
March 22-April 20

Cancer
June 22-July 23

Libra
September 24-October 23

Capricorn
December 23-January 20

Taurus
April 21-May 21

Leo
July 24-August 23

Scorpio
October 24-November 22

Aquarius
January 21-February 19

Gemini
May 22-June 21

Virgo
August 24-September 23

Sagittarius
November 23-December 22

Pisces
February 20-March 21

forecast ■ By K.K. Vamanan Nampoothiri

Those planning to go abroad 
should rethink as success is 
in store for you at home, not 
abroad. Some gain through 
their parents. Some others may buy a new 
vehicle this week. Cupid will be benevolent; 
this is the right time to propose to your 
sweetheart. Health needs special care. 
Don't postpone the visit to your doctor.
Lucky day—Tuesday: make merry

Sportspersons will do exceed-
ingly well. Students will be 
energetic. Members of the 
opposite sex will be attract-
ed to some of you, while others may go 
through strange romantic experiences. A 
long voyage to a distant place is in the cards. 
Voracious readers will find time to pursue 
their passion. 
Lucky day—Monday: a cousin arrives

Success awaits entrepreneurs, 
doctors and agriculturists. 
Some of you may get a truth-
ful partner. Your courteous-
ness and diplomacy will make you more 
popular. Those religious will visit a place of 
worship. Journalists will have a great week 
ahead. The time is apt to build a house; so 
get started!
Lucky day—Sunday: accolades galore

Those into advertising and 
real estate will do very well. 
Dealings with relatives will be 
successful. Some of you will 
make new friends and excel in social activi-
ties. It is a good time to travel. At workplace, 
do not disregard additional responsibilities. 
You are emotional and loving but remain 
moody most of the times. 
Lucky day—Tuesday: gains via relatives

There will be gains through 
agriculture and socio-political 
activities. Some of you may 
fall ill. But don't worry, you will 
have a speedy recovery. You will win over 
your enemies in style. Industrialists will be 
successful in all their endeavours. Some of 
you will be at your romantic and persuasive 
best this week.
Lucky day—Sunday: surprise from mother

A friend in need of some 
advice will benefit from your 
intuitive skills. Your children 
will do you proud. Be in good 
terms with politicians; you may need their 
help soon. This is an especially productive 
week for most entrepreneurs. You have 
it in you to excel; you will come up with 
something extraordinary. 
Lucky day—Monday: dance all the way

Associations with foreigners 
will do you good. Friends will 
benefit from your advisory 
skills. Anonymous petitions 
or false reports could bother you for some 
time. Don't waste money on swanky gad-
gets; invest well. Artists and performers 
have an especially rewarding week ahead. 
Be active, but don't ignore your health.
Lucky day—Monday: write a letter

There will be an increase in 
income for some. For others 
it could be that much-awaited 
promotion. Your work will take 
you places and earn you fame. Prospects in 
business and horticulture look bright. A liti-
gation will end in your favour. Though there 
is a lot to look forward to, minor ailments 
could bother you. Take care.
Lucky day—Tuesday: party time

Your reputation will soar. A 
family legacy awaits you, and 
your children will make you 
proud. There will be a birth in 
the family. Businessmen should watch out 
for sudden losses. With adequate prepa-
ration, you can tide over the tough times. 
Engineering and medical students will do 
well. 
Lucky day—Saturday: time to be creative

You will rise to higher and 
respectable positions in soci-
ety. Some of you may fall in 
love this week. There will be 
success in business, and politicians have a 
week packed with activity. Domestic life will 
remain peaceful. You will receive positive 
guidance from seniors at workplace; make 
good use of it. 
Lucky day—Thursday: travel abroad

This is friendship week for 
you! The friends you make 
this week will stay by your side 
through thick and thin. Those 
ambitious will realise their dreams. Real 
estate deals will be profitable. Spend more 
time with your spouse and kids as family is 
paramount. You will never be strapped for 
cash. Love life could be turbulent.
Lucky day—Sunday: pleasurable pursuits

Lawyers and doctors will 
prosper. There could be indi-
rect gains from relatives. There 
will be increase in power and 
prestige. Exporters will rake in huge prof-
its. Do not hesitate to visit a doctor if you 
feel indisposed. Your spouse will be help-
ful. Difficulties are inevitable, but your 
buoyancy will come to your aid.
Lucky day—Tuesday: good for speculation
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ART

Artists use bazaars to 
create and display their 
works and attract the 
masses

BY SHWETA THAKUR NANDA

Market Monets

Widening the canvas: An artwork 
created by Harsh Raman on a building 
at Shahpur Jat in New Delhi

On a hot afternoon, Harriet 
Riddell,  dressed in a 
pair of blue denims and 
a cotton kurta, gets off a 

taxi and enters South Delhi’s busy 
Malviya Nagar market lugging a flo-
ral suitcase, folding table and chair. 
Spotting a shady place in front of a 

tailor’s shop, Riddell opens the suit-
case, takes out a sewing machine, 
an inverter and two batteries, and 
places them on the table. “One bat-
tery I charge while the other one is 
used to run the sewing machine,” says 
Riddell, as she stitches the portrait of 
the tailor on a fabric, surrounded by a 
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subject—the place,” she says.
InStitchYou 2.0 would see Riddell 

collaborating with fashion designer 
Aneeth Arora and making illustra-
tions of people wearing Pero—Arora's 
label—garments during the upcoming 
Amazon India Fashion Week.

According to artist Harsh Raman, 
the experience of creating an art-
work in a marketplace and seeking 
inspiration from there is a unique 
one. For instance, once while paint-
ing a life-size portrait of a mother and 
a child on a wall in G.B. Road whole-
sale market, the red light area in New 

bunch of curious onlookers.
A London-based textile per-

forming artist, Riddell has visited 
different bazaars in India, and sewn 
stories based on her interactions with 
people as part of the InStitchYou 
project. Her artworks were exhibited 
at the Indian High Commission in the 
UK recently.

It all started two years ago. After 
trying almost every other medium for 
creating an artwork, when Riddell 
was not satisfied, one of her fine arts 
teachers nudged her to take up sew-
ing portraits. “So I started stitching 
portraits on fabric in the bazaars of 
London,” she says. A quest to develop 
her own style, enhance her technique 
and experiment with more fabrics 
brought Riddell to India. “I have been 
fascinated by India since I was a little 
girl,” she says. “For anyone looking 
for inspiration, the colourful Indian 
bazaars that are a melting pot of cul-
ture, tradition and emotions are the 
best place to capture a slice of life and 
find new inspiration.”

At 29, Riddell is making waves inter-
nationally for her work and she has 
also self-published a book document-
ing her journey. Her visit to India was 
so fulfilling that she plans to return in 
November for InStitchYou 2.0. “With 
every artwork, you get close to your 

Delhi, Raman and three female artists 
from Germany were confronted by a 
mob of about 40 people and cops “as 
they thought I was a pimp, who was 
striking deals for international girls”. 
It took a lot of explanation and per-
suasion to bring the situation under 
control. “After a few days, however, 
the same cops and locals became 
friendly to us, sat while we worked on 

Brand recall: Artist Hemant Sonawane working on a sculpture of actor Kareena 
Kapoor to promote the cosmetic brand Lakme

An unusual road trip: One of artist 
Harriet Riddell's creations; (left) Riddell 
looking for inspiration on the streets of 
Pushkar in Rajasthan
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Cause-driven art: Gopal Namjoshi; (left) a piece from the installation Namjoshi has 
put up at Delhi's Select Citywalk to create awareness about environment conservation

xxxxxxxdfdf

the wall art and even gave suggestions 
to improve it,” says Raman, whose 
love for creating artwork in markets 
has taken him to places across India, 
Vietnam, Cambodia and Bangkok.

“What I love the most about cre-
ating and displaying art in a market-
place is that it allows you to reach 
out to people of all kinds,” says artist 
Gopal Namjoshi, who makes sculp-
tures out of scrap to spread the mes-
sage of environment conservation. To 
highlight the bond between man and 
nature, the Jaipur-based muralist is 
currently displaying an installation at 
Delhi’s upscale Select Citywalk shop-
ping arcade showing a man relaxing 
under a tree surrounded by peacocks, 
deer and insects.

Most people hesitate to walk into 
art galleries as they fear they will not 
be able to understand art, especially 
modern and contemporary art, says 
Namjoshi. “Every time an artwork is 
placed in a marketplace, it busts the 
myth of art being the domain of the 
so-called intelligentsia and improves 
people’s understanding of art.”

Perhaps, that it is why, not just 
newcomers but established names in 
the world of art like sculptor Satish 
Gupta are showcasing their work at 
marketplaces.

Mumbai-based sculptor and painter 

Hemant Sonawane looks at it as a des-
perate attempt by budding artists to 
find fame and by established artists to 
stay ahead. “When you do something 
different you grab people’s attention,” 
he says.

Hundreds of fresh artists enter 
the Indian art market every year. 
So, in this highly competitive field, 
one needs to showcase one's work 
at a place that gets maximum and 
continuous footfall. “What could be 
better than a bazaar for that,” says 
Namjoshi.

Corporate houses are making the 
most of the trend to advertise their 
products. To grab eyeballs, they rope 
in artists to create artworks that are in 
sync with the brand in marketplaces 
and malls. For instance, Sonawane 
created a sculpture of Bollywood 
actor Kareena Kapoor at South Delhi’s 

Ambience Mall to promote the cos-
metic brand Lakme. In the past, he has 
underlined brands like luxury hotel 
chain Leela. Likewise, Raman has cre-
ated an artwork to underline Nestle’s 
mother and child care products.

“Besides, with art galleries charg-
ing as much as 02 lakh for a week to 
display an artist’s artworks, not every-
one can afford it,” says Sonawane. 
“In such cases, bazaars, which yield 
the same result in terms of grabbing 
people’s and buyers’ attention, come 
to your rescue.”

While artists are known to work 
in isolation, how challenging is it to 
work amid constant public glare? “It 
is certainly not easy,” says Raman. 
“While working in a studio, it is easier 
to zero in on the subject of the paint-
ing and one doesn’t have to struggle to 
concentrate. In a marketplace, there 
are too many inspirations to choose 
from. Also, one has to tune the mind 
to ignore curious glares, questions and 
offers to be the subject, and focus only 
on the artwork. Overall, it is fun.”

Artists working in bazaars have 
had to pay a price, too. “If there are 
avid fans who start following you 
wherever you go, there are also those 
who damage the displayed artwork by 
touching it or attempting to click self-
ies with it,” says Namjoshi. ●

What I love the most 
about creating and 
displaying art in a 
marketplace is that it 
allows you to reach out 
to people of all kinds.
Gopal Namjoshi, artist
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strange encounters ■ Jerry Pinto

No walk in the park

It is one of those days when 
everything that can go wrong, 
does. I can make it to my 

appointment if I hurry and I do hurry 
only to discover that I have left my 
wallet behind. The road on which I 
live has had a divider put up to dis-
courage people from running across 
the road at any old place. This has 
helped because people of mature 
years and those of constrained joints 
do not run across the road. The 
young continue to run, pole-vault the 
divider and run again. I have already 
crossed the road with a detour, and 
going back for my wallet means I 
must take the detour twice more, but 
I’m suddenly smiling. This means 
another 450 steps. 

On my birthday someone gave me 
a pedometer. It means that every 
step I take is accounted for so long 
as I have the thing somewhere on 
my body. At home, it goes into the 
back pocket of my shorts, and since it 
comes with its own chain, it has been 
dubbed ‘your tail’ as in ‘Don’t sit on 
your tail?’ and ‘You left your tail 
in the bathroom’. 

And so suddenly I have 
rediscovered the joy of walking. 
There are many, I know, and 
I have always been something 
of a walker. But of late, I must 
say the combination of my own 
schedule, Mumbai’s humidity, 
its lack of footpaths, its refusal 
to maintain the footpaths it has, 
its incessant and dangerous 
traffi c—think young men on 
scooters mounting the pave-
ment, young men on bikes 
breaking the signals, young 
men in cars running over other 

young men—has made walking a bit 
of a chore. I have been avoiding it 
whenever I can. I don’t take taxis too 
often, mainly because you can’t com-
plain about the traffi c and then add to 
the problem, and because mine is one 
of the few cities where we do have 
good public transport, but also be-
cause I cannot afford them. But now 
with my pedometer counting every 
step I take, it feels good to walk and I 
am ready to use my legs again. 

Ten thousand steps a day? I 
thought I would cover that much in 
the house. Wrong. I do about three 
thousand at home. Ten thousand 
steps is anyway a magic number, a 
meaningless fi gure that was thought 
up by some advertising executives in 
Japan who called the gizmo manpo-
kei or ten-thousand-step-counter. 
It worked. People liked the idea 
of walking ten thousand steps and 
suddenly everyone was trying to out-
walk that number. 

My pedometer is a little thing and 
it tells me how many steps I have tak-

en, how many of those were aerobic 
steps (never as many as I think), how 
many calories I have burned (ditto) 
and resets itself at midnight so in the 
morning I am staring once again at 
zero steps. At this point on a Tuesday 
morning, I have done 333 steps; I am 
counting on my walk to the railway 
station to add another thousand or so 
and then....

And then it occurs to me: the 
pedometer seems to be another indi-
cation of how important numbers are 
in our lives. My body generally tells 
me when I am tired and it tells me 
when I have worked hard. It tells me 
when I am hungry and thirsty. I don’t 
need a pedometer to tell me whether 
I have walked or not. But when I’m 
about to have dinner, it is a wonder-
ful feeling to note that I have taken 
18,247 steps and it makes me willing 
to get up and serve myself again and 
again so that I can pop another 50 or 
so steps on to the number each time. 

After dinner, I look at the grey and 
white face of the gizmo again and it 

says: 18,277 steps. That cannot 
be, I say to it, I know my house 
is small but it is not that small. 
Look, I am going to walk and 
count how many steps it takes to 
the kitchen and you tell me. Hel-
lo, why aren’t you responding? 
Okay, you catch up in spurts and 
bursts, like the blood bursting out 
of my nose since I walked into a 
door because I was looking at you 
rather than where I was going. 

So, this is where I’m at. I’m 
talking to my pedometer. 
Pinto's latest book 'Baluta' is a transla-
tion of Daya Pawar's
autobiography.

BHASKARAN
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art to heart ■ Sanjna Kapoor

History on the move

BHASKARAN

Walking through Berlin 
many moons ago, I recall 
coming across museums 

and galleries at every turn of the 
road in residential areas. These 
intimate crucibles of modern history 
would range from just one room to 
a whole house, unfolding the work, 
life and times of graphic artists 
in the 1940s, or a poet that lived 
in the house, to simply sharing a 
collection of posters, or the archives 
of a well-known botanist. Letting 
me into another world and another 
time. Simply, aesthetically and 
intelligently done, with easy access.

Why can we not fi nd our own 
unique way of sharing our stories 
with the layperson, the public? One 
ridiculous reason that acts as a pre-
ventive measure is that the authori-
ties will not give you permission to 
change the ‘use’ of your house or 
workplace to a small public mu-
seum. The other reason, I believe, is 
that we are fearful of the onslaught 
of the masses. And, of course, the 
third reason is that we are simply 
just not good at archiving or valuing 
our past.

Sitting in my husband’s basement 
the other day, I looked around me 
and dreamed up the possibility of 

turning it into a little museum-cum-
resource centre. Something he has 
always wanted. Dedicated to the 
wild tiger. Imagine walking into this 
warm cavernous place overfl owing 
with treasures and books celebrating 
the tiger. Inspired by the marvel-
lous Vienna Museum (a labyrinthine 
journey through the history of the 
city, brought alive by remarkable 
technology and simple storytelling), 
this museum would take you through 
a personal journey of efforts made in 
India to save our magnifi cent wilder-
ness, pegged around the tiger story.

A few months ago, I visited the 
Deccan Exhibition at the National 
Museum, envious of the fact that 
it was to travel to New York in its 
entirety, and we were only getting 
an abridged version of it. It was 
a revelation, but much more of a 
revelation when I happened to 
chance upon one of the curators 
taking visitors for a walk through the 
exhibition. A whole new dimension 
and understanding came into play. 
It was thrilling! My question is why 
could the exhibition not convey 
all this to me without the need for 
a chance encounter with a special 
guide? The thing we tend to forget 
is that such cultural experiences are 

physical, intellectual and emotional. 
And hence the design of an exhibition 
needs to immerse you at all these 
levels. For me, theatre comes in 
handy in understanding what this 
experience can be. And, I believe it 
is also important to understand that 
we come from an oral tradition in 
India, so the unfolding of the story is 
critical.

Simple technology can play such a 
remarkable role in the discovery and 
joy of getting to know even a new 
city or town. Imagine if one could 
download onto our mobile phones (I 
am sure this must already exist!) an 
application that leads you to this dis-
covery through delicious stories and 
insights into the places you are tra-
versing. It is the content that makes 
all the difference! Imagine simple 
stories connecting you to a city's arts, 
be it theatre, music, dance, fi ne art, 
literature and cinema. It would be a 
fascinating experience celebrating 
the artistic richness that makes up 
the city, reminding one of what exists 
and has existed in the past.

If we think of garnering tourism, 
this is an essential facet of the rich 
diversity India has and a way in 
which it can be discovered, through 
its stories!

We have so many stories to 
tell. Our wealth of history and 
contemporary life need to be 
brought alive in small personalised 
and innovative ways. We have rich 
content, we have the talent, but we 
lack the space to allow innovation to 
thrive. What wonderful possibilities!
The writer is a theatre personality and 
cofounder of Junoon. 
www.junoontheatre.org
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BY MANDIRA NAYAR

T he Kamasutra is still in 
the closet centuries later. 
Wendy Doniger, the scholar 
of Sanskrit and an authority 

on Hinduism despite the recent con-
troversial bans, relooks at the world’s 
oldest ‘dirty’ book to rescue it from its 
image.

Several reinterpretations of this book 
of love or manners have come out—the 
Kamasutra hasn’t escaped Richard 
Burton’s flawed English translation, 
too. In The Mare’s Trap, she links 
Kautilya’s Arthashastra to Kamasutra, 
showing how “many of the puzzles in 
the Kamasutra are resolved’’ when you 
realise that it is based on India’s most 
famous statecraft book. It is also impor-
tant to revisit the book at a time when 

BOOK EXTRACTS

there is a “rise of a wave of puritanical 
censorship’’ in India.

Doniger's book goes beyond the 
manual of positions for satisfaction 
mould that Kamasutra books tend 
to be. The man-about-town in the 
Kamasutra, as she describes him, is 
similar to the current metrosexual 
man. He is groomed—hair is removed 
from the roots (Bollywood actors, take 
note)—and replace the oil with gel and 
he would fit comfortably in the 21st cen-
tury. The book is littered with nuggets 
of information, like Vatsyayana knew 
what the G-spot was, and portrays the 
culture that Kamasutra survived in.

Excerpts from the book
The assumption that the intended 
reader of the Kamasutra is male per-
sists in popular culture today, where 
Vinod Verma, apparently hoping to 
rectify this imbalance, published The 
Kamasutra for Women: The Modern 
Woman’s Way to Sensual Fulfilment 
and Health, applying Ayurvedic 
techniques to female heterosexual 
relationships; and in 2002 there was 
The Woman’s Kamasutra, by Nitya 
Lacroix; and then the Kama Sutra 
para la Mujer. But there is no need 
for such books. The Kamasutra is for 
women—it was intended to be used 
by women, and has much to offer to 
women even today.

Vatsyayana argues at some length 
that some women, at least, should 
read this text, and that others should 
learn its contents in other ways:

A woman should study the 
Kamasutra and its subsidiary arts 

Wendy Doniger relooks at the world's oldest 
'dirty' book to rescue it from its image

The Mare's Trap: Nature and 
Culture in the Kamasutra
By Wendy Doniger
Published by Speaking Tiger
Pages 183; price 0399

Kamasutra 
revisited

before she reaches the prime of 
her youth, and she should continue 
when she has been given away, if 
her husband wishes it. Scholars say: 
‘Since females cannot grasp texts, it 
is useless to teach women this text.’ 
Vatsyayana says: But women under-
stand the practice, and the practice is 
based on the text. This applies beyond 
this specific subject of the Kamasutra, 
for throughout the world, in all sub-
jects, there are only a few people 
who know the text, but the practice 
is within the range of everyone. And a 
text, however far removed, is the ulti-
mate source of the practice.
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been sharpened by the text: courte-
sans and the daughters of kings and 
state ministers.

This is an important text, for it 
argues for the method by which the 
Kamasutra (and indeed, other Sanskrit 
texts) would have been known not 
only by women, but by the wider pop-
ulation in general; such knowledge 
was by no means limited to men, or 
women, who knew Sanskrit.

The eighth century CE playwright 
Bhavabhuti, in his Malatimadhava, 
depicts women actually citing the 
Kamasutra (2.2.6-7). At the start of act 
seven, when a woman complains that 
her friend was raped by her husband 
on the wedding night, she changes 
from the dialect in which she is 
speaking (as most women in Sanskrit 
plays do) and ‘resorts to Sanskrit’ (as 
the stage directions indicate) to say, 
‘The authors of the Kamasutra warn, 
“Women are like flowers, and need 
to be enticed very tenderly. If they 
are taken by force by men who have 
not yet won their trust they become 
women who hate sex.”’ This is impor-
tant evidence not only of the com-
mon knowledge of the Kamasutra in 
literary circles, but of the use of it by 
women who knew Sanskrit as well as 
the dialects in which they convention-
ally spoke. It is also evidence that the 

Kamasutra was regarded as a counter-
force to the prevalent culture of sexual 
violence.

★★★
Vatsyayana also knew about the 

G-spot (named after the German gyn-
aecologist Ernst Graefenberg): ‘When 
her eyes roll when she feels him in 
certain spots, he presses her in just 
those spots.’ Vatsyayana quotes a pre-
decessor who said, ‘This is the secret 
of young women’—and, indeed, it 
remained a secret in Europe for quite 
a few centuries, in part because Sir 
Richard Burton mistranslated it.

★★★
The privilege of the Kamasutra lov-

ers is expressed in the opulence of the 
instructions on the home decorating 
of the two bedrooms in the home of 
the ideal lover. The two bedrooms are 
not, as in European conventions, a hint 
that the man and woman may not be 
sleeping together; au contraire, as the 
commentary makes clear:

The inner bedroom is where the 
wives sleep. The outer bedroom is 
for sex. The couch is for the man to 
sleep on after sex. That is what decent 
people do; but the lovers of courtesans 
sleep together with them in the bed-
room, and have no need for a couch. 
And so there is a saying:

‘The lover makes love with his 
beloved wherever he happens to be, 
but a wise man, a pure man, does not 
sleep there on that polluted bed.’

Many other items are also strewn 
around the bedrooms—lemon bark 
and books, for instance—and the 
commentary tells us why they are 
necessary:

The lemon bark is chewed to dispel 
the bad taste in the mouth and prevent 
bad breath; about this there is a saying: 
‘The lover who, in the evening, sucks 
a stick of lemon bark, smeared with 
honey, is not plagued by foul breath 
when he is caught in the net of his 
woman’s arms.’ The book is under-
stood to be a book of recent poetry, to 
read aloud. ●

‘Grammar is a science,’ people say. 
Yet the sacrificial priests, who are 
no grammarians, know how to gloss 
the words in the sacrificial prayers. 
‘Astronomy is a science,’ they say. But 
ordinary people perform the rituals on 
the days when the skies are auspicious. 
And people know how to ride horses 
and elephants without studying the 
texts about horses and elephants. In 
the same way, even citizens far away 
from the king do not step across the 
moral line that he sets. The case of 
women learning the Kamasutra is 
like those examples. And there are 
also women whose understanding has 

No gender bias: Wendy Doniger 
(above), in her book, says that contrary 
to popular perception, the Kamasutra is 
to be read by not just men, but 
also women; a woman at a Khajuraho 
temple, known for its erotic sculptures

#Kamasutra
Tweet to us @TheWeekLive
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PEOPLE

MUSICAL MOVES
Miley Cyrus made it famous, or rather infamous. 
And now, Material Girl Madonna, 56, will show 
how twerking is done in Bitch I'm Madonna, 
her third single in the Rebel Heart album. The 
video will also feature Miley Cyrus, Nicki Minaj, 
Katy Perry, Beyonce and Rita Ora. It seems to be 
Madonna's way of shutting up critics who said 
she should dance according to her age.

PTI

AFP

AFP

BREAKING THE CODE
To play the role of a coder and hacker au-
thentically in his next fi lm Plan B, comedi-
an and actor Vir Das will be taking lessons 
in coding from graduates of the Indian 
Institute of Technology. “I will be spending 
time with some serious coders and hack-
ers,” he said. “There is a specifi c mindset 
and discipline to these people that I want to 
be able to depict.” The fi lm revolves around 
two Singapore-based IT professionals who 
get involved in a bank robbery.get involved in a bank robbery.

PTI

TAILED BY TROLLS
Neha Dhupia is facing the fi re on Twitter for one 
of her tweets criticising the Modi government. 
“One rain n the city comes to a standstill,” the 
actor tweeted on July 21. “Good governance is 
not about selfi es n making us do yoga, it’s mak-
ing sure ur citizens r safe.” The backlash to the 
tweet, which has now been retweeted more than 
2,900 times, was vicious. “One more fl op actress 
trying to gain attention by her no-so-much 
needed opinion,” read one comment. “If trolling 
makes Neha Dhupia quit acting, then carry on,” 
read another.

AFP
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THIS 
LITTLE 
BIRDIE
It’s been a long 
journey for 10-year-
old Shubham Jaglan 
from his village in 
Haryana to the Welk 
Resort San Diego 
Fountains Golf 
Course. Jaglan, a 
milkman’s son, was 
handpicked by Asian 
Games gold medal-
list Amit Luthra to 
play golf. Luthra was 
vindicated when 
the little golfer won 
the Junior World 
Golf Championship. 
Jaglan speaks about 
mental training like 
a pro, and considers 
golf champions like 
Seve Ballesteros and 
Gary Player as his 
idols.

LEGAL EAGLE
You might think that Amal Clooney, the high-
powered lawyer and wife of actor George 
Clooney, has it all—a sizzling career, a dashing 
husband and beauty to boot. But, it seems in her 
case, the good times never end. Now she is hav-
ing a literary character, a legal whiz in her 30s 
trying to change the world, based on her. The 
book, titled Courting Trouble, has been written by 
her friend, Australian-born author Kathy Lette, 
who describes Amal thus: “She is drop-dead gor-
geous, your jaw hits the ground, but she is also 
very charming, funny, self-deprecating.”

BIG BOOK 
THEORY
Sheldon Cooper’s character 
in the TV show The Big Bang 
Theory must be having a fi eld 
day with this one. His friend 
and rival Raj Koothrappali, 
played by Kunal Nayyar—In-
dia’s only geek who’s acted 
in an Emmy award-winning 
sitcom—is coming out with 
his memoir Yes My Accent Is 
Real: And Some Other Things I 
Haven’t Told You. The real Raj, 
it seems, has no problems get-
ting girls. After all, he married 
a former Miss India.

AFP

GETTYIMAGES

KOSTAS KOUTSAFTIKIS
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last word ■ Mallika Sarabhai

  March of the greens

Having worked as a publisher 
of Inside Outside magazine 
for many years in the 80s, 

I am well aware that buildings that 
photograph well don’t have to be 
good or efficient or comfortable to 
live in. It’s a bit like the sexy clothes 
one sees in photos or on the ramp; 
they can be hellish to wear in real 
life. Likewise, buildings that are 
branded as sustainable and green are 
most often not green at all. Awarded 
the LEEDS platinum, gold or silver 
standards, they may be green for the 
US where the standard was devel-
oped, but certainly not for India, 
where the buildings are being built.

And that is why architects Parul 
Zaveri and Nimish Patel developed 
Hamarewala Green. This Ahmed-
abad-based couple were studying 
sustainable and appropriate archi-
tecture decades before the need to 
do so was felt by much of the world. 
In the late 70s and early 80s they 
were studying with Paolo Soleri in 
Arcosanti, and then understanding 
the mud buildings of Nigeria, still 
standing after centuries.

For their practice they 
set down some rules. They 
would focus on India’s own 
needs, not those of any 
other country. Solutions 
would need to be found 
from our resources, not 
those from another country. 
Ways needed to be found to 
decrease consumption lev-
els. Our traditional knowl-
edge combined with a new 
perspective and innovation 
could provide solutions that 
would be cost-effective and 

give work to crafts people and indig-
enous building related occupations. 
Common knowledge and common 
sense needed to be brought to the 
table rather than experts. Short-
term solutions were to be avoided. 
They wanted to work towards 
building responsible environments 
rather than style statements. And 
they wanted to be part of a nation-
building exercise.

Over a three-decade-long practice, 
they have consistently done this, and 
proved again and again that their 
set of guidelines can and must be 
followed for conscientious architec-
ture.

Conservation of resources is a 
prime focus when they design. But 
they understand that innovation has 
to be a continuous process and that 
looking towards tradition does not 
mean a lack of change. In fact they 
reiterate that to innovate respon-
sibly is a necessity for a developing 
society and not a luxury. They insist 
on a practice that offers opportuni-
ties for creative inputs at all levels. 
And keep coming back to the use of 

common sense as a pole star. “We 
need to act in a way that dissemi-
nates knowledge in re-establishing 
the relevance of traditional decision 
making processes, materials and 
technologies, and promote regional 
and context-specifi c bottom-up ap-
proach to sustainability,” they say. 

       Their varied work refl ects all 
of these concerns. From the Samsara 
Luxury Resort and Camp in Dechu 
to the Oberoi Udaivilas that has just 
again won the best hotel award, to the 
Torrent Research Centre (a winner of 
many national and international acco-
lades), to a mud house with modern  
amenities, a golf course and a village 
school, one sees the pride in indig-
enous craft, the eye for detail, the 
regional fl avour and the push towards 
real green. Their buildings in Rajas-
than differ vastly from those being 
designed in the north, each refl ect-
ing the climatic conditions and craft 
strengths of the area. In fact, Nimish 
feels that schools of architecture must 
teach students differences in building 
needs and practices for the different 
climatic regions of India, so distinct 

from each other, rather 
than the ‘one size fi ts all’ 
that is taught. Without this, 
both feel strongly, architec-
ture and building in India 
will continue being out of 
sync with our realities and 
needs, will continue aping 
the west and creating un-
sustainable and uncomfort-
ably built environments. 
What they preach is what 
they practise, and it is there 
for all to see.
editor@theweek.in
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